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ABSTRACT
Th e transport systems are now equipped with more telematics devices for improvement the functionality and safety 
purposes. One of the methods of evaluating telematics systems is modeling. Th e paper presents the basic model 
of typical land transport means (vehicle with anti-collision system, railway system) related to standard reliability 
model including non-safety, critical state. Th is model based on Markov processes theory may be more detailed 
corresponding to “telematics” control state connected with system reaction for driving improper action or device 
failure and activation the emergency control procedure.

KEYWORDS: telematics systems, transport safety modelling, Markov processes

1. Introduction

Telematics, as a collection of solutions in the fi eld of computer 
science, teleinformation, control and management systems, is 
one of the tools in the management of vehicle traffi  c. Th e term of 
telematics comes from the word telematique, which was fi rst used 
by Simon Nora and Alain Minc, [14]. Th e main tasks of telematics 
are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Main tasks of transport telematics [own study]

Telematics allows the introduction of optimization in the 
management of transport and allows to increase the effi  ciency 
of the use of transport means. Telematics is also a tool for 

improving the safety of vehicle movements. Transport safety is one 
of the priorities of the Member States of the European Union. Th e 
activities of the European Commission are aimed to creating a 
uniform and common European transport area. Th e innovation 
strategy assumes the use of solutions based on new technologies, 
including the European Rail Traffi  c Management System (ERTMS) 
or intelligent transport systems (ITS) [4].

Th e paper presents the problem of transport safety in relation 
to telematics systems used in road and rail transport. As a tool for 
evaluating telematics systems, the authors used a mathematical 
apparatus in the form of Markov processes. Safety was defi ned as the 
probability of a dangerous, catastrophic state. Of course, the number 
of states controlled by the telematics system and the number of 
catastrophic states may be greater than one, and the models proposed 
in the paper may additionally take into account environmental 
conditions, health of the operator, road characteristics, etc. Two 
examples were analyzed in the paper, one with a car equipped with 
an anti-collision system (CA), the other with a train equipped with 
an automatic driving control system (ETCS). Both systems show how 
introduced telematics systems can reduce the likelihood of occurrence 
dangerous situations, accident. Th e conclusions suggest directions for 
the development of telematics systems towards autonomous vehicles.
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2. New solutions in road and rail 
transport

One of the elements improving the process of managing transport 
means is the use of modern technologies. Th e development of 
teleinformatics systems has permitted creating solutions that 
allow for safer movement of vehicles. Th e information from sensors, 
cameras or other vehicles and its quick processing allow the use of 
telematics systems in systems responsible for safety movement of 
vehicles. Implementation of telematics solutions in vehicles, in many 
cases, may exemplify an autonomous safety system and a kind of 
redundant system for human errors. One of the solutions used to 
improve transport safety is the ERTMS / ETCS railway system or the 
anti-collision system dedicated to road transport. 

2.1 Railway system ERTMS/ETCS

In order to unify the railway traffi  c control system in the 
European Union, a uniform ERTMS (European Rail Traffic 
Management System) rail traffi  c control system was developed already 
in the 1980s. Th e individual European Union member states have 
developed their own solutions regarding technical specifi cations for 
the management and control systems of railway traffi  c, which is a 
barrier for free movement of trains. Th ere are currently around 30 
diff erent rail traffi  c management systems [11]. Th e main task of the 
ERTMS system is to unify mentioned diff erent control systems. Th is 
task is accomplished by introducing technical tools, which allow 
interoperability. Interoperability allows for consistent functioning of 
diff erent systems within the European community. With regard to 
safety, the ERTMS system can contribute to the elimination of events 
that may pose a threat to rail traffi  c, such as ignoring the “stop” signal 
and exceeding the speed limit on a given section of railway line. Th e 
solutions used in ERTMS allow for higher rolling stock speeds and 
higher throughput while maintaining a high level of safety. Th e 
ERTMS system consists of three main components [5, 12]:

• ETCS –European Train Control System,
• GSM-R –Global System for Mobile Communication – Railway,
• ETML –European Traffi  c Management Layer.

Th e ERTMS / ETCS system can be confi gured to work in one 
of the levels:

• Level 1 - solution based on the transmission of permits for 
driving with balis,

• Level 2 - GSM-R is used for transmitting driving licenses, in 
addition, the track is equipped with radio block centre,

• Level 3 – it is a development of the second level and allows 
driving according to the changable block distance. Th is level 
resigns from the axle counters and track circuits.

Th e ETCS system is a uniform ATC (Automatic Train Control) 
system for the European railways. Th e system calculates and controls 
the braking curves. Based on data such as train weight, braking 
force, calculates fi xed or variable speed profi les, [5]. Elements of the 
ETCS system are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Elements of the ETCS system [own study based on 6]

Th e individual marks in Fig. 2 show:
• 1 - driver’s interface,
• 2 - antenna for track-vehicle transmission (mounted in the 

locomotive),
• 3 - eurobalise,
• 4 - GSM-R system,
• 5 - relay interface unit,
• 6 - on-board computer,
• 7 - data recording module.

In the ETCS system, data transmission uses digital transmission 
through eurobalises, euro loops, digital radio transmission and 
specialized transmission modules [10]. Selected technical data for 
eurobalises (Fig. 2, point 3) is shown in Table 1 [7].

Table 1. Eurobalise parameters [own study based on 7]

L.p. Parameters Values

1. Speed range 0 do 500km/h

2. Data transmission 
frequency 4,234 MHz

3. Data transmission rate 565kbit/s
4. Type of modulation FSK
5. Telegram length 341 do 1023 bits
6. Usable data length 210 bits or 830 bits
7. Ambient temperature -40°C do +55°C

8. Reliability
(MTBF as per SN 29500)

S21 fi xed-data balise > 800 years
S21 transparent-data balise > 160 years

Eurobalise is a passive transponder. Th e telegrams transmitted by 
eurobalises contain information on speed limits and traffi  c conditions 
on the rail line. Th e train onboard subsystem, aft er receiving telegrams, 
analyzes the information and, if necessary, triggers automatic brakes 
in order to achieve the permitted speed on a given section of rail line. 
An important element of ETCS is also the adequate train equipment 
with ETCS devices (on-board devices - the Eurocab). 
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2.2 Car anti-collision system

One of the tools used to improve the safety of road transport is 
the use of telematics solutions. Implementation of new solutions in 
on-board systems of motor vehicles as well as in road infrastructure 
allows to limit the number of dangerous road accidents and theirs 
negative eff ects. As statistics show, the most common cause of 
road accidents is excessive speed, not adapted speed to the driving 
conditions prevailing on the road. It is worth mentioning that 
the only in 2017, 25300 people lost their lives on the roads of the 
European Union [8]. Delayed braking or insuffi  cient braking force 
is oft en the cause of an accident. Introduced in serial production 
in 1978 by Bosch Company the ABS system certainly contributed 
to the improvement of safety. However, the development of the 
ABS system are solutions based on intelligent braking systems, an 
example of which is - Collision Avoidance (CA) system. Solutions 
of this type primarily use short and long range radar systems, lasers 
or cameras. Th e information obtained from the sensors together 
with data on the vehicle (including speed) allow early warning 
of the driver about the possibility of a dangerous situation. In the 
absence of a reaction from the driver, the system can ultimately 
automatically use the car brakes [9]. An example of the CA system 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A simplifi ed algorithm for CA systems [own study]

3. Models of systems

In order to carry out the analysis, a stationary, ergodic and 
homogeneous character of Markov processes was assumed. Markov 
processes are a tool that allows modeling of transport processes 
and determination of characteristic safety-related indicators. Fig. 4 
presents a general safety model that takes into account the equipment 
of the vehicle (railway vehicle, road vehicle) in a telematic system.

In the model from Fig. 4, we can distinguish:
• 0 - normal state, no dangerous situations,
• 1 - the state of danger. Th e vehicle is equipped with a system,
• 2 - the state of danger. Th e vehicle is not equipped with a system,
• p - the probability of equipping the vehicle with the system.

Fig. 4. Model with a telematics system in the vehicle [own study]

Th e model from Fig. 4 can be described by transitions matrix:

(1)

where , and  j,k = 1,2, …, n.

Th e most undesirable state in the model from Fig. 4 is the state 
2. Th e limit probability of being in this state equal:

(2)

To calculate the safety value defi ned as S = 1-Pdang. authors 
assumed data as below:

• λ1 – 12h-1,
• λ2 – damage to the electronic module at the level 0.0001h-1 ,
• μ1 – aft er 1s. returns to its normal state,
• μ2 – aft er 2s. returns to its normal state,
• the probability value p of equipping the vehicle with a 

telematics system in the range from 0.5 to 0.9.
Th e results of calculations are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of calculations [own study]

Probability p 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Value

ttS )( 0.53 0.61 0.68 0.74 0.79

Th e model proposed in Fig. 5 is a development of the model 
from Fig. 4 and is a model for the ERTMS / ETCS system. Th e 
entry point to the model are states 1 and 4. State 1 is responsible 
for the execution of commands in the ERTMS / ETCS system 
and state 4 is responsible for running the train according to the 
indications of the track-side signaling (without the full activity of 
the system devices).  

In the model, we can distinguish:
• State 0 - normal operation.
• State 1 - state of receiving data. Execution of commands by 

the system.
• State 2 – state of controlled damage (eg damage to ERTMS / 

ETCS devices, no GSM-R transmission). Automatic train stop.
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• State 3 – state of „isolation”. Emergency displacement of the 
vehicle.

• State 4 – state „unfi tted”. Train running according to the track 
side signaling.   

• State 5 – critical state, uncontrolled. 

Fig. 5. A model that takes into account the ERTMS / ECTS system 

[own study]

For the model from Fig. 5, we can write state equations:

(3)

In the model from Fig. 5, it was assumed that state 5 is the most 
undesirable. Using the Mathematica soft ware, the limit probability 
of being in a state 5 was calculated:

(4)

Assuming parameters as in Table 3:

Table 3. Assumptions for the model from Fig. 5 [own study]

Parameter λ λ1, λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5 μ μ1 μ2 μ3

Value
[h-1] 6 0.00001 1 0.001 10% λ4 30 2μ 0.083 1

the limit of safety value was calculated depending on the 
probability p of using the ERTMS / ETCS system by the vehicle:

• for p = 0.9 → S(t)t→∞ = 0.999898,
• for p = 0.7 → S(t)t→∞ = 0.999691,
• for p = 0.5 → S(t)t→∞ = 0.999476,

• for p = 0.3 → S(t)t→∞ = 0.999254,
• for p = 0.1 → S(t)t→∞ = 0.999024.

Another model proposed for analysis is a model a vehicle 
equipped with an anti-collision system (CA). 

Fig. 6. Model with a CA system [own study]

For the model from Fig. 6 we can write the equations of state:

(5)

In the model, we can distinguish:
• 0 – normal state, no dangerous situations,
• 1 – state of danger. Th e vehicle is equipped with a system,
• 2 – state of danger. Th e vehicle is not equipped with a system,
• 3 – dangerous state, collision condition,
• p - the probability of equipping the vehicle with the system.

In the model from Fig. 6, the most dangerous state is state 3. 
Th e limit probability of being in state 3 is:

(6)

Assuming parameters as for the model from Fig. 4 and:
• λ3 – one situation per 1000 leads to a dangerous situation 

(0.001h-1),
• λ4 – 10% of dangerous situation, λ4=0.1λ3 ,
• μ3 – back to the normal state aft er 2h,

calculation results, depending on the percentage of vehicle 
equipment in the CA system, are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Results of calculations [own study]

Probability  p 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Value
ttS )( 0.982 0.986 0.989 0.991 0.993
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4. Conclusion

Efficient and safety transport is an indispensable condition for 
the development of the economy. These assumptions can be achieved 
through the use of transport telematics systems. Telematics systems 
have become a tool for controlling and managing vehicle traffic, 
taking into account the principles of safety movement. However, 
the implementation of transport telematics systems requires 
modernization of vehicles and infrastructure. In many cases, the 
effects of investments will be felt for many years. An example is the 
ERTMS / ETCS system. As estimated by the European Court of 
Auditors, the cost of equipping the European rail network (TEN-T) 
with the ERTMS system can amount to 188 billion euros [11]. 
However, this does not change the fact that a uniform rail transport 
management system for the European area is indispensable for 
the creation of a common and uniform transport area. Transport 
safety is one of the most important socio-economic problems. The 
activities of the European Union are also focused on improving 
safety in road transport, where the priority is to reduce the number 
of road fatalities to almost zero by 2050 [4, 13]. 

The solutions presented in the article and the analysis carried 
out are an inseparable element of actions related to transport 
safety. ERTMS/ETCS for rail transport and the collision avoidance 
system for road transport are examples of telematics systems that 
can contribute to vehicle traffic safety but also bring social benefits.

The mathematical apparatus used in the form of Markov 
processes allowed for analysis of the proposed models. Presented in 
the paper universal model of safety with the telematics system (Fig. 
4) has been developed towards model for rail transport (Fig. 5) and 
road transport (Fig. 6). The obtained calculations indicate that along 
with the increase of telematics devices installed for a given group of 
vehicles, this has an impact on improving the safety indicators. 

Both solutions presented in the paper support driving of 
vehicles and in dangerous situations help to reduce the impact of 
the human factor on the possibility of a dangerous event. The 
proposed models may also include other factors affecting safety, 
including mentioned human factor. The value of this factor for 
rail transport was estimated in paper [3]. Limitation the impact of 
human factor on the control process is particularly important in the 
case of autonomous vehicles, where the human role in this process 
is limited to a minimum. Therefore, the development of this type of 
vehicle depends on development of telematics systems [15].
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ABSTRACT
Road surface temperature and road longitudinal temperature gradient value, may present a considerable challenge in 
the matter of traffic safety. The awareness of thermal conditions with due regard to location of significant temperature 
variability areas could be desirable information for road infrastructure operators. That knowledge would allow to 
select an appropriate location of traffic signs, variable message signs and road weather stations. In the wintertime it 
would enable road maintenance authorities to take more efficient actions. In the study authors present road surface 
temperature variability analysis based on measurements conducted on a 6.25-kilometer section of eastern bypass of 
Bielsko-Biala city. In analysis authors used the data from mobile road weather sensor. The sensor enables to measure 
road surface and dew point temperature, water film height and calculated friction.

KEYWORDS: mobile road sensor, road surface temperature, traffic safety

1. Introduction

Road surface temperature and longitudinal road temperature 
gradient value, may present a considerable challenge in the matter of 
traffic safety. While road surface temperature fluctuates around 0 ºC 
the rapidity of thermal alteration seems be the key issue. Therefore 
the awareness of thermal conditions with regard to location of 
significant temperature variability areas could be a desirable 
information for road infrastructure operators. This knowledge 
would allow to select an appropriate location of traffic signs, 
variable message signs and road weather stations. Additionally, in 
the wintertime it would enable road maintenance authorities to 
take more efficient actions, paying a special attention to critical road 
sections [2]. 

The information about road surface temperature is usually 
obtained from sensors mounted in the pavement. This type of road 
sensors are standard equipment of weather stations used in intelligent 
transportation systems (ITS) solutions. Active sensing devices not only 
specify road surface and dew point temperature but also determine the 
presence of chemical agents and deicing substance. Additionally non-
invasive sensors can be found more and more often. Non-intrusive 

measuring apparatus can be installed on gantries or other supporting 
structures. The examples of such solution may be Lufft NIRS31 
sensor, Vaisala DSC111 and also the remote road surface temperature 
sensor DST111 LAB-EL. It is obvious that the information obtained 
from road weather information station concerns strict and precisely 
determined location. Based on stationary sensors measurements 
it is difficult to conclude on pavement conditions of adjacent road 
sections. Therefore, it is important that stationary weather stations 
should be located at selected, most representative points of the 
network. A highly helpful tool in the selection of such points are the 
thermal pavement characteristics [4]. 

The study presents road surface temperature variability 
analysis based on measurements conducted on a 6.25-kilometer 
section of eastern bypass of Bielsko-Biala city. The road section is 
a part of S1 expressway, situated in mountainous terrain. There are 
relatively many bridge structures and flyovers located on discussed 
route. As the effect of those specific factors a significant local road 
surface temperature variabilities may be expected. In analysis 
authors used the data from advanced mobile road weather sensor 
MARWIS. The sensor enables determining pavement conditions 
through road surface and dew point temperature measurement, 
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water fi lm height and calculated friction etc. As a part of analysis 
several test runs were performed. Measurements on a tested 
road section where carried out in both directions and in various 
weather conditions, including air temperature exceeding 25 °C, as 
well as around -10 °C. A majority of test runs were performed 
within -5 °C to 2 °C air temperature range, so in potentially most 
hazardous weather conditions in a matter of traffi  c safety. Th e 
results of presented analysis enables to identify places with high 
temperature variability. 

2. MARWIS sensor

During the test MARWIS mobile road weather sensor was 
used. It is used to detect road condition by providing information 
about:

• road surface temperature,
• dew point temperature,
• relative humidity of the air above the road surface,
• water fi lm height,
• ice percentage,
• friction – describing tyre to road adhesion within a range of 

0.1 to 1.0, 
• surface condition – the sensor distinguishes between 8 surface 

conditions (dry, damp, wet, snow-/ice-covered, chemical wet, 
black ice, critically wet),

• road surface temperature measurement is carried out in the 
range from -40 to 70 °C with a resolution of 0.1 °C, accuracy 
of ± 0.8 °C. 

Sensor should be mounted on vehicle’s roof or located on 
vertical surface such as back door of larger vehicles. During the 
measurement sensing device cooperates with a MARWIS App, that 
can be installed on smartphone, tablet or other mobile device. Th is 
solution enables to generate additional geolocation data using GPS 
system. 

Before conducting exact road test authors carried out a series 
of preliminary tests to verify sensor’s measurement suitability for 
the planned measurements. In the fi rst stage fl uctuations of the 
MARWIS sensor readings were determined for the stationary 
measurement conditions, i.e. when the test car is not moving. In 
the next phase the test runs were performed using the delineated 
route enabling appropriate indications repeatability analysis and 
speed impact relevance. A summary of the obtained results is 
presented below, while more detailed information is given in [1] 
and [3].

2.1 Stationary tests

Tests were performed under daylight and aft er dark. Each time 
the measurement was carried out twice - once for the dry surface 
and once for the snow-covered road. Fig. 1 shows exemplary 
results obtained for day conditions. Additionally, Table 1 presents 
the standard deviation of the surface temperature measurements.

Fig. 1. Road surface temperature obtained in stationary test 

conducted during the day a) dry road b) snow-covered road [3]

Most relevant conclusions that can be drawn from the results 
of stationary test are as follows:

• stationary measurements of road surface temperature shows 
good stability, as evidenced by small values of standard 
deviation,

• the amplitude of the indication changes is less than 0.5 °C, and 
therefore does not exceed the accuracy of the measurement 
declared by the manufacturer.

Table 1. Standard deviation of road surface temperature 

measurement in stationary conditions [3]

Measurement condition Standard deviation [oC]

day, dry road 0.098
day, snow-covered road 0.141

night, dry road 0.105
night, snow-covered road 0.117

2.2 Test drives - repeatability of indications

Th e test runs were carried out in mid-February 2018 in a 
typical winter weather conditions. Th e chosen route was relatively 
short and was about 2.5 km long. Th is allowed carrying out 
subsequent drives in small time intervals to minimize the impact 
of road state changes related to both the state of the atmosphere 
and the traffi  c. Th e drives were realised in two series, three drives 
per each one. One series was performed in the daylight, the other 
one aft er dark. In both cases precipitation did not occur. Road 
surface temperature on the test route for exemplary night pass is 
presented in Fig. 2. Road surface temperature for series of drives 
in daytime conditions as a function of the distance along the test 
route is presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Road surface temperature on the test route for exemplary 

night pass [3]

Th e results and analyses of the test runs indicate a high 
repeatability of the road surface temperature registered by the 
MARWIS sensor. Th e recorded diff erences in averaged indications 
for individual sections did not exceed 0.5 °C, what is the nominal 
measurement accuracy declared by the manufacturer.

Fig. 3. Road surface temperature along the test route for daytime 

passes [3]

2.3 Various speed test drives

In order to determine speed impact relevance three test runs 
were performed. Test drives were realised in daylight conditions at 
speeds respectively: 30, 45 and 60 km/h. During the measurements 
the air temperature fl uctuated around 2 °C, no precipitation was 
observed. Fig. 4 presents road surface temperature registered 
during the variable speed test drives. Th e introduced results are 
slightly eff ected by increasing air temperature registered during 
the tests. As a consequence, the average surface temperatures for 
the fi rst, second and third drive were as follows: 2.33 °C, 3,52 °C 
and 3.68 °C. As the fi rst test run has been realised with a speed of 
45 km/h, second with a speed of 60 km/h and the third 30 km/h, it 
stands to a reason that the average temperature growth was caused 
by raising air temperature, not by the vehicle speed. 

Th e test vehicle speed change in a range of 30 ÷ 60 km/h did 
not resulted in a signifi cant impact on the road surface temperature 
measurement. Obtained temperature discrepancies has not been greater 
than variability during the stationary tests. As mentioned in [3] authors 
point out that MARWIS may be used as basic measuring device for local 
meteorological shield system development on the bypass. 

Fig. 4. Road Surface temperature fl uctuations at various speed [own 

study]

3. Test route on the bypass

Th e road test analysed in this article had been carried out on 
dual carriageway road section which is a part of eastern bypass 
of Bielsko-Biala city. Due to the fact that the bypass is situated in 
mountainous terrain and there are bridge structures and fl yovers, 
the signifi cant local pavement temperature variabilities may be 
expected. As the result in the autumn and winter time black ice 
may occur locally, which dramatically decreases the safety of road 
users. Th e selected route was about 6.25 km long - see Fig. 5 with 
marked starting and ending point.

Fig. 5. The test route on a bypass, cartography based on Google 

Maps [own study]

Bridge structures located on the test route are presented in Table 
2. Th e location is given with regard to starting point. Moreover, 
along the vast majority of the route there are noise barriers.

Table 2. Bridge structures located on the test route [own study]

no. structure
location

latitude [o] longitude [o] route [km]

1.
Viaduct crossing 

over Gorska St. and 
Straconka stream

49.801853 19.080906 1.44

2. Viaduct crossing over 
Złoty Potok valley 49.811333 19.08203 2.6

3. Viaduct crossing over 
Polna St. 49.819201 19.086592 3.45

4. Viaduct crossing over 
Niwka stream 49.820792 19.087078 3.64

5.
Overpass crossing 
over railway tracks 
and Krzywa stream

49.829579 19.084344 4.65
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4. Test drives and result analysis

For the purposes of this study 14 diff erent runs have been 
performed. Th e drives took place at diff erent time of day and various 
weather conditions - Table 3. During the research no precipitation 
was observed and the road surface was dry. Th e odd-number test 
runs were realised from starting to ending point (Fig. 5) and even-
number drives in the opposite direction. Th ereby measurements 
were registered for both lane of the road. During the test runs the 
speed was kept steady in the range of 65 ÷ 70 km/h.

Table 3. Weather conditions characteristic for individual test 

runs [own study]

Test 
drive

Condition characteristic Date
Time at 

starting point

I

temp. -10 ÷ -11 oC , sunny, foggy 26.02.2018

09:58
II 10:40
III 11:46
IV 11:09
V temp. 1 ÷ -1 oC, cloudiness with 

occasional sunbeams

21.03.2018

11:33
VI 12:08
VII temp. -1 ÷ 0 oC, sunset 17:21
VIII temp. 1 ÷ -1 oC, shortly after sunset 17:58
IX temp. -5 ÷ -3 oC, dusk 20:12
X temp. -4 ÷ -5 oC, dusk 20:46

XI
temp. -4 ÷ 0 oC, sunny, partial 

shading caused by noise barriers 
along the road 22.03.2018 08:23

XII temp. 2 ÷ 0 oC, sunny 08:59
XIII temp. 25 ÷ 27 oC, sunny, partially 

cloudy 09.04.2018 14:15
XIV 14:48

Table 4 present basic statistical data regarding road surface 
temperature during particular test runs. Besides mean and median, the 
standard deviation, minimum and maximum values were calculated.

Table 4. Basic statistics for the road surface temperature

[own study]

4.1 Similar weather conditions test drives 
analysis 

Due to mentioned MARWIS sensor variability, indicators 
presented in the study have been created using averaged data with 
3-observation moving mean. Besides temperature individual spot 
measurement, both one previous and one subsequent observation 
have been included. Th is procedure allowed to eliminate minor 
instrument reading variability and avoid temperature distortion. 
It is also necessary to be aware that at the same time it reduced 
the local temperature amplitude fl uctuations which have been 
registered during the measurements. 

Th e authors, having one sensor at their disposal, did not have 
the possibility to perform two or more test runs simultaneously. 
As mentioned before, the drives were carried out on the diff erent 

traffi  c lanes with as short as possible time gap (necessary for 
i.a. changing the movement direction). Th e measurement results 
for selected test runs are presented in the fi gures. Th e drives were 
performed in the same day and in similar weather conditions. 
Th e results summary are presented as follows: test runs I-IV (Fig. 
6), IX and X (Fig. 7), XI and XII (Fig. 8). Fig. 6a), 7a) and 8a) 
illustrate road surface temperature variability, while Fig. 6b), 
7b) and 8b) concerns temperature gradient variation. To ensure 
facilitate readability of Fig. 6b), authors decided to illustrate only 
data regarding I and IV test runs. Th ose are test runs for which 
time gap was the longest and exceeded one hour. Th e horizontal 
lines in the fi gures indicate the location of bridge structures (given 
in Table 3).

Fig. 6. Drives I-IV measurement results [own study]

Th e most signifi cant conclusions that can be formulated based 
on presented results (Fig. 6 – Fig. 8) are as follows:

• results of measurement from test drives performed in 
comparable weather conditions are similar, especially with 
regard to road temperature gradient, which is very important 
for traffi  c safety,

• the road surface temperature discrepancies regarding drives 
I-IV are highly determined by condition changes caused by 
signifi cant time gap between the drives performed partly in 
mid-morning hours and changeable sun exposure,

• also comparing test runs XI and XII, the signifi cant infl uence 
of rapid air temperature rise and sunlight exposure is clearly 
noticeable,

• in most cases the road sections with the highest road surface 
temperature variation do not cover with the location of bridge 
structures. 
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Fig. 7. Drives IX-X measurement results [own study]

Fig. 8. Drives XI-XII measurement results [own study]

4.2 Various weather condition test drives analysis

To analyse the location of highest road surface temperature 
variation, fi rstly authors listed resulted of selected daytime test runs 
which has been performed in variable ambient air temperature 
conditions. Fig. 9 illustrates road surface temperature variation for 
drives II, V, XII and XIV. Fig. 10 presents road surface temperature 
gradients observed for test runs II and XIV which has been performed 
in greatest conditions diversity.

Fig. 9. Road surface temperature variation for day-time drives II, V, 

XII and XIV [own study]

Fig. 10. Road surface temperature gradients for day-time test runs II 

and XIV [own study]

Th e next diagram (Fig. 11) illustrates a road surface temperature 
variation for daytime test run no. II and two night drives, no. IX and 
X respectively. Fig. 12 presents road surface temperature gradient 
observed during run II and IX. 

Based on the recorded data presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 it 
is possible to observe that there are a signifi cant road sections 
where considerable local road surface temperature variation can be 
pointed out. What is particularly important, the variation appears 
regardless of weather conditions. Analysis of the data shown in Fig. 
11 and Fig. 12 allows to formulate a thesis that the high road surface 
temperature gradient values may be expected also under night-time 
conditions.

Fig. 11. Road surface temperature variation for compilation of 

daytime test run II and night drives IX and X [own study]
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Fig. 12. Road surface temperature gradients observed during 

test run II and IX [own study]

On the basis of geolocation data in Fig. 13 the areas showing 
high thermal variability has been indicated. In marked points 
signifi cant fl uctuations of the road surface temperature has been 
registered during most of the test runs (see Fig. 10 and Fig. 11). In 
all cases, the bypass runs beneath the viaduct structures of other 
local roads.

Fig. 13. Areas showing high thermal volatilities based on diff erent 

test runs, cartography based on Google Maps [own study]

Within the context of the analyses, authors compared the results 
obtained for test runs X and XI. Mentioned drives are the ones 
that are characterised by minimum (drive no. X) and maximum 
(drive no. XI) standard deviation of the road surface temperature. 
Fig. 14 presents comparison of surface thermal variation observed 
in both test runs. Fig. 15 illustrated comparison of temperature 
gradients. In should be noted that during XI drive the surface was 
more overshadowed. Th is phenomenon was observed due to noise 
barriers mounted along the eastern side of the route. 

Fig. 14. Road surface temperature variation observed in test 

runs X and XI [own study]

Fig. 15. Road surface temperature gradients observed during 

test run X and XI [own study]

Th e result of measurements shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 clearly 
identifi es that in case of test run no. X, in which there were fragments 
of road shaded by noise barriers the road surface temperature 
variability is particularly high. 

5. Conclusion

Conducted research has proved the suitability of MARWIS 
sensor for temperature measurement and analysis. Th e measurement 
is convenient, not troublesome and results are characterised by good 
quality and reliability.

Due to educational activities and media campaigns most of 
the drives are aware that appropriate care should be taken near the 
bridge constructions, viaducts and watercourses, particularly while 
air temperature fl uctuate around 0°C. Th e obtained results indicate 
that dangerous road conditions may occur also in other locations 
which could surprise the driver. Undertaken analyses identify two 
potentially hazardous cases. 

Th e fi rst one are the bridge structures and overpasses leading over 
the road. Conducted research points out that in this locations the 
drivers may expect signifi cant road surface temperature variability 
during the sunny weather. Moreover, the high variability can be also 
observed under the night conditions. Since the high road surface 
temperature gradients on road sections are naturally related to the 
viaduct width, they are usually not very long. However, when the 
ambient air temperature drops around 0°C and the unaware drivers 
travel with a high speed, dangerous vehicle sliding may occur. Th e 
risk of sideward skid increases on curvilinear road sections. 

Th e second one concerns infl uences due to noise barriers and 
other structures (e.g. long buildings near the road). Th ey may 
generate greater impact on the road surface temperature gradients 
than the presence of viaducts, overpasses and other bridge structures 
along the road (see Fig. 15). As with viaducts running over the road, 
hardly any of the drivers expects signifi cant thermal variations in 
those areas as well as friction changes in case of air temperature 
fl uctuates around 0°C. Th e phenomenon is even more dangerous 
when it appears under certain conditions (sunny weather) and 
solely in particular time of day. It may be observed until noon or in 
the aft ernoon depending on noise barriers positioned relative to the 
road and current position of the sun. Th erefore, for the vast majority 
of the year, road conditions in particular points are stable and 
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predictable, while in certain and usually quite short periods of time 
they may be very dangerous. Described ‘localness’ of noise barriers 
impact on the road surface temperature variability is confirmed by 
standard deviation comparison for drives no. XI and no. XII. These 
drives were performed one after another on two different traffic 
lanes with minor time offset. The large parts of the road surface was 
shaded by noise barriers located along the route during drive XI. 
The shaded areas occurred only sporadically while drive XII was 
performed. Due to this fact the value of standard deviation for drive 
XI in relation to driver XII is more than double. 

The usage of road mobile sensor enabled to effectively obtain 
thermal characteristics map of the test route. It allows to indicate 
critical, due to significant gradients of road surface temperature, 
road network points. What is more, crucial areas could be easily 
identified. The study indicates that hazardous conditions may be 
observed not only when air temperature oscillate around 0°C. 
High gradients of the road surface temperature occur regardless 
of the weather. Additionally, a special attention should be paid to 
qualifying the hazard of road shading caused by infrastructure 
facilities such as noise barriers. Also in this matter more 
important issue than the ambient temperature, seems to be the 
sun exposition of the road. It is necessary to determine mutual 
position of roadway and noise barriers (depending on time of day 
when roadway shading may occur) and time of the year (due to 
variable shadow length).

The critical areas indicated during the test drives should be 
appropriately signposted and the meteorological shield device should 
be implemented in those sections. Due to growing popularity of road 
sensors usage, in potentially dangerous locations (e.g. under and 
over the bridge structures, viaducts, overpasses, near noise barriers 

etc.), it seems appropriate to provide continuous measurement of 
road surface temperature using two road sensor in order to calculate 
the gradient. In case of an emergency, the information could be 
displayed in VMS, which should be located before the critical area. 
In the near future the warnings could be provided to the driver using 
I2C (infrastructure to car) communication. The I2C solutions are 
increasingly considered and applied in practice. The information 
delivered to the driver using this technology can be personalised and 
therefore will be undoubtedly more absorbable. 
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ABSTRACT
Results of public opinion survey related to drivers´ distraction is one of the most frequent causes of road traffic 
accidents and this problem is growing and escalating globally in recent years. The aim of the paper is present results 
of survey that was focused on finding out public opinion and attitudes toward selected activities and factors that 
reduce driver’s attention during vehicle driving. First part of paper is defining the role of drivers´ distraction in 
road accidents and presenting current situation of this problematic in Slovakia. Second part of paper describes the 
methodology and procedure for implementing public opinion survey and presents its results with focus on activities 
that are the most often performed by drivers affecting their attention are performed and what is the public attitude 
towards this issue. In last part main outcomes and findings are summarized.
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1. Introduction

Road traffic safety is a global concern. It is estimated that around 
1,3 million people are killed and 20 million to 50 million are injured 
on roads around the world each year, and that this level is rising [1]. 
The socio-economic and health impacts are substantial [2-4].

During recent years, the percentage of crashes involving some 
type of driver error or impairment before the crash was thought to 
be as high as 94% [5]. Factors such as vehicle failures, roadway design 
or condition, or environment composed lower crash percentages [6]. 

This problematic can be demonstrated in detail by Naturalistic 
Driving studies - research methods used to observe natural driving 
behavior of road users by means of devices which inconspicuously 
register vehicle movements, driver behavior (such as eye, head and 
hand movements) and external circumstances [7]. Naturalistic 

driving studies offer a unique opportunity to study driver performance 
and behavior experienced in the real world with actual consequences 
and risks. According to these studies drivers are engaged in 
distracting activities during 51.93 % of their driving time [8]. This 
number is alarming. It clearly shows importance and need for work 
on the problematic of distracted driving. That is why our research 
study was conducted.

In figure 1 we can see the increasing number of offenses related 
to the use of cell phone while driving. Although in 2016 there was 
a slight decline, in 2017 again the number grew. In 2012, when the 
number of offenses was at 6 569, in 2017 this figure is already 3.5 
times higher. Unless there is a radical change, this number will 
continue to grow in the future. 
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Fig. 1. Number of off ences related to the hand-held use of cell 

phone while driving in the Slovak Republic

2. Results of public opinion 
survey

A survey about public knowledge, opinions and attitudes 
related to drivers´ distraction was carried out using an electronic 
questionnaire. Th is form was chosen for its fi nancial advantages, 
for simple dissemination of the questionnaire by the respondent, 
electronic recording of information and its subsequent simpler 
evaluation. 

Th e main objective of the questionnaire was to fi nd out what 
activities causing the driver’s distraction and inattention and also 
identify which ones are most oft en performed. Questions in the 
questionnaire were formulated in form that each respondent could 
understand them. Th is means that professional terminology was 
not used in the questionnaire. Th e questionnaire contained twenty-
six questions. Of these, there were twenty mandatory and six 
optional questions. Optional questions either referred to previous 
mandatory questions or were focused on respondents’ views. Th e 
questionnaire was divided into three parts. Th e fi rst part focused 
on geographic and demographic data of respondents, e.g. gender, 
age, residence, etc. Th e second part of the questionnaire focused on 
the type and duration of ownership of the driver’s license and on 
the subsequent driving experience of the respondents. Th e last part 
was dedicated to the activities that can cause distraction of drivers 

and how these activities can impact on the occurrence of traffi  c 
accidents. Respondents were also asked to present their opinion on 
how to minimize the use of a mobile phone while driving, as this 
activity is considered the most dangerous.

Th e questionnaire was completed by a total of 354 respondents, 
of which 172 were men, representing 48.59% and 182 women, 
representing 51.41%, that means the questionnaire was fi lled by 
approximately equal representation of both women and men.

By the question: “In what age do you belong?”, we found that 
almost half the respondents ranged from 19 to 25 years (48.30%). 
Such a number may be due to the fact that the questionnaire could 
only be fi lled in electronically. On the contrary, the lowest number 
was formed by novice drivers from 15 to 17 years old. Such drivers 
may have driving license AM, A1, B1, and B and T aft er the law has 
been modifi ed since 17 years, but they must only drive accompanied 
by an experienced supervisor. Other age categories were represented 
almost equally. 

Next question was dedicated to found out where the respondent 
is living, to see the perceive issues in particular parts of Slovakia. 
Majority of respondents were from the region of Banska Bystrica.  

Next question was focused on economic activity of the respondents. 
Th e most representatives were from the group of economically active 
persons (186; 52.54%) and the group of students (143; 40.40%). Other 
options had almost identical values. Under the choice of others, the 
respondents stated maternity leave and one respondent is the caregiver 
of a disabled child. 

Another question was focused on investigating how the level of 
education can impact driver behaviour. Most respondents reported 
that they had attained secondary education with graduation (227; 
64,12%), while the lowest number of respondents were from the 
group with basic education (14, 3,95%). Represented were also 
respondents with secondary education without graduation, as well 
as university educated persons. 

Th e next question was dedicated to I found out what type of 
driving license the respondents own. Th e results are somewhat 
distorted, as respondents selected only one option in this question, 
with the holders of more than one driving license. For example, if 
the person own the B1, B driving license, he/she is also the holder 
of the AM group entitlements. It seems that some respondents 
answered the question correctly, others did not. But it is possible 
to conclude with certainty that most of the respondents hold a B1 
and B driving license. 

Question number 7 was focused on fi nding out how long are 
the respondents holding a driving license. Nearly 50% of responses 
represented drivers ranging from 3 to 9 years. Th e second most 
common answer was the group from 0 to 2 years (70; 19.77%). Th ese 
drivers can be considered new and inexperienced. Another frequent 
response was years ranging from 10 to 20 years (69; 19.49%). 

Next question was dedicated to fi nd out if the respondents 
own motor vehicle, which could also aff ect whether respondents 
perform activities that cause the driver’s distraction to be reduced 
while driving or not. From the answers we could fi nd that the 
motor vehicle owns (208; 58.86%) and vice versa (146; 41.24%) of 
the respondents. 

Following three questions deal with experience in driving a 
motor vehicle. Question number 9 reveled approximate number of 
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kilometres driven by the respondent. Most respondents (119; 33.62%) 
reported the smallest interval. At this time, novice and inexperienced 
drivers are likely to be present. Relatively high number included the 
largest interval, namely (63; 17,80%). These drivers are probably the 
most experienced and may also be professional drivers. 

The next question was also related to driving experience of the 
respondents, specifically, how many times a week the respondents 
drive a motor vehicle. The responses were evenly distributed over 
time. Majority of respondents, however, answered that the motor 
vehicle are driving once or twice a week. Under the option “Other”, 
respondents reported most often a couple of times a month or once 
a month. But there were also drivers who drive the motorcycle 
occasionally or once for a longer period of time.

The last question in the questionnaire related to the driver’s 
experience was question 11. In this question we asked the respondents 
whether they were considered to be experienced. Experienced drivers 
are considered to be 211 respondents, representing 59.60%, and 143 
respondents considered as inexperienced, representing 40.40%. 
The group of experienced drivers is likely to include drivers who 
questioned number 9 that they have driven more than 10,000 km. 
On the other hand, all novice drivers and a certain number of drivers 
who ranked the second smallest interval in question number 9 are 
among the inexperienced group. 

Next part of the questionnaire was focused on activities that 
cause drivers´ distraction. In question number 12, we found out if 
the respondents were using the cell phone while driving. This 
question was one of the most important questions. The answers are 
alarming. On a relatively small sample was revealed that up to half of 
the respondents is using their cell phone while driving. Specifically, 
there were 173 respondents (48.87%). 

The next question has relation to the previous one (number 12). 
It concerned the respondents who stated in question number 12 
that they used their cell phone while driving. If was related to The 
frequency. Majority of respondents answered that they are using the 
cell phone while driving very little (68; 39.31%): This answer was 
related to the answers on question number 5, which indicated very 
frequent use of cell phone while driving. 

Question 14 also concerned respondents who answered in question 
number 12 that they are using the cell phone while driving. This time 
they were asked for the reason why they do that. Respondents had the 
possibility to select one or more options. The majority of respondents 
(157) declared that they used the phone to make a phone call while 
driving. On the other hand, at least the responses were recorded for 
other (18). Here the respondents mentioned options such as phone 
navigation, traffic service, time tracking, music downloads, and one 
respondent said he used the phone to play games. 

Another important question was focused on found out what 
activities affecting respondents´ attention while driving. Also in this 
case respondents could select more options. Most of the responses 
were recorded in the options of setting the radio (245) and setting 
the air conditioning (191). It was surprising that a large number of 
respondents declared that they did not do anything while driving, 
which could affect their attention. Specifically, 90 respondents. The 
smallest response was recorded with the option of another (10). 
Here were presented options for rear-seat children, adjusting the 
lights and mirrors, and turning on the safety belt.  

In the next question respondents were asked whether they were 
listening very loud radio or music while driving. Most respondents 
declared that they sometimes perform this activity (200; 56.50%). 
At least those who perform this activity often (60; 16.95%). 

Another activity limiting the driver’s attention is eating and 
drinking while driving. There were two questions focused on these 
activities (questions 17 and 18). In the first of them respondents 
were asked whether such activity was being carried out and 
the second was aimed at the respondents who answered in the 
previous question that they are eating or drinking while driving. 
In the first question there was the same number of answers yes 
and no. These responses were (177; 50%) . In the second question, 
we asked respondents how often they do this. They could choose 
from the scale from 1 to 5, where the one represented the option 
of very little and the five the option very often. 

The next question was focused on drivers that are smoking 
while driving. This activity is performed by only 42 respondents, 
representing 11.86%. In contrast, 312 people (88.14%) do not 
smoke while driving. 

Another activity that can significantly affect driver’s attention is 
communication with passengers. In question number 20, we focused 
on whether respondents had ever communicated with their co-
driver so that their attention was affected. Responses to this question 
were relatively evenly distributed, as 155 (43.79%) of respondents 
said that they had already been affected and 199 (56.21%) said that 
communication with the co-driver had not affected their attention. 

In next question, we asked the respondents whether they have 
ever threatened traffic because they were attentive because it is one 
thing to carry out activities that affect the driver’s attention and the 
other to threaten someone else when doing so. The 30, 69 (19.49%) 
of respondents declared had already experiences inattention while 
driving vehicle. On the other hand, 285 (80.51%) of respondents 
said they were not threatened by anyone else because of their 
inattention. These drivers, however, certainly include those who 
act while influencing their attention, but they have not yet been 
threatened by this activity. 

In the following two questions, we asked the respondents 
whether the attention-paying activities were sometimes fined and, if 
so, what they were fined for. On this issue, we listed the respondent’s 
activities as offenses in the legislation and for which they could be 
fined. Specifically, it involved activities such as eating and drinking, 
smoking and the use of cell phone while driving. Only 21 (5.93%) of 
the respondents received a fine for some offense affecting attention. 
This is because we do not pay enough attention to the activities of the 
Police Force, but also because the drivers conducting these activities 
are cautious. If the drivers were fined for these offenses, most of the 
respondents stated that it was just for the use of cell phone, but one 
respondent who was fined for smoking while driving was found. 

In two other questions, we focused on how many respondents 
were already involved in traffic accident. Consequently, if someone 
was involved in a traffic accident, we asked him about the cause. The 
answer was not surprising at all, as a large number of respondents 
cited their cause as a cause of the accident, or a strange inattention. 
Thus, the fact that the factor of inattention is behind a massive 
number of traffic accidents has been confirmed. However, other 
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factors such as speed, slippery road, alcohol, bad technical condition 
of vehicle and others were mentioned in this response. 

Th e last question in our questionnaire was the opinion of the 
questioned how to minimize the use of a mobile phone while 
driving, as this activity is considered the most dangerous and most 
frequent. Th is question was optional, but most of the respondents 
expressed their opinion on the issue. Th ere were countless solutions. 
A large number of respondents would refer to hands-free calls, or 
would change the law when this off ense would be considered more 
serious and increased and tighter police patrol patrols on the road, 
would then choose higher fi nes. Some would introduce a signal 
jammer, or a mandatory installation of applications to phones that 
would operate on a similar principle as airplane mode. Th ere were 
also those who said that this issue should be addressed more in 
schools and driving schools. However, we were most interested in 
answering the respondent who would take a driving license for a 
short time (stated a month). One would not only have to pay a fi ne, 
but for a time it would be impossible to drive a motor vehicle. For 
those who really need it, it would be a sort of punishment for not 
realizing what they could do with their irresponsible behaviour, and 
they would defi nitely think that they would do the same thing in the 
future. However, a few respondents think that minimizing use of 
cell phones while driving is not possible at the moment. 

3. Practical measurement of 
selected activities that are 
causing distracted driving 

We conducted two measurements focused on selected 
activities causing the driver’s attention to be reduced. Th ese two 
measurements were focused specifi cally on cell phone use, smoking, 
eating and drinking while driving. We have done both surveys on 
the First Class road sections. One section of the road was located 
on the territory of the Žilina Region, the other on the territory of 
the Region of Banská Bystrica. In the Žilina Region it was a section 
between the towns of Žilina and Rajec, and in the region of Banská 
Bystrica it was a section between the village of Heľpa and the town 
of Brezno. We chose two sections in diff erent regions so that we can 
compare the number of off enses but also how individual actions 
can actually aff ect the occurrence of a traffi  c accident in these two 
territories. Next, we chose the sections mainly because of their 
easy accessibility and timelessness. Other reasons were that road 
sections were of the same category, comparable traffi  c intensity 
and traffi  c density, approximately the same kilometre distance, 
and approximately the same time of passage through sections. 
We conducted surveys at two seasons. Th e fi rst survey, namely in 
Zilina-Rajec, we performed in winter, a few days before Christmas. 
Th e second survey was performed in Heľpa-Brezno in spring. Th is 
time the survey was done a few days before Easter. We assumed 
that the traffi  c would be about very similar at these seasons. Th e 
individual measurements were carried out in such a way that the co-
driver monitored the activities of the drivers in comparison with the 
next cars and then recorded everything in the score sheet. Aft er the 
completion of all measurements, we collected the sheets and then 

calculated the values   that are presented in the following charts and 
tables. Th e measurement is certainly not absolutely accurate, since 
it has not been seen perfectly in all vehicles, but we can say with 
certainty that this measurement method is most eff ective.

3.1 Practical measurement on the road 
section Zilina-Rajec

We practiced the fi rst practical measurement on the territory 
of the Žilina Region, namely on the section between the towns of 
Žilina and Rajec. Th is stretch of road is part of the I-class 64 (I / 
64). It is road of fi rst class, which passes from the south to the north 
and connects the towns of Komárno and Žilina. Th e total length 
of this trip is 203.71 km. Our measurement covered area of 19.1 
km on this road. With the ideal traffi  c, the time of the crossing 
was approximately 25 minutes. All practical measurements were 
performed from the Hliny boarding house in Žilina to the Tesco 
hypermarket in Rajec. Th e monitored off enses were recorded in the 
census sheets. Th e data was recorded on the way back and forth. Th e 
measured section from Zilina to Rajca is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. The measured section between Zilina and Rajec 

[googlemaps]

Fig. 3. Data processed from the fi rst measurement sheet; x – date 

of measurement, y - number of vehicles (orange = vehicles 

observed, grey = driver eating and drinking, red = driver 

smoking, blue = driver using cell phone) [own study]

Table 1 shows the total number of vehicles crossing the section 
and also the number of violations observed by the drivers on 
this section. All numbers are expressed on the individual days 
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when the measurements were made. Th e total sums, whether the 
number of vehicles or individual off enses, are also displayed. It 
can also be seen that the traffi  c density increased with the coming 
holidays. 

From 6 453 vehicles during the period of realization of 
measurement, of which 5 542 (86%) are drivers who did not carry 
out any activity that we tracked during the measurement. Th e 
number 627 (10%) represents the drivers who used the cell phone 
while crossing the section. Furthermore, 247 (4%) of drivers smoked 
while driving, and the lowest number only 37 (1%) is showing the 
drivers who were eating or drinking while driving. 

Table 1. Results of measurements on the Zilina-Rajec road for 

individual days [own study]

Date
Number 

of vehicles 
observed

Drivers 
smoking

Drivers 
eating and 

drinking

Driver 
using cell 

phone

6.12.2017 
(Wednesday) 618 76 19 6

7.12.2017 
(Thursday) 574 59 23 4

8.12.2017 
(Friday) 636 54 22 4

11.12.2017 
(Monday) 658 64 28 5

12.12.2017 
(Tuesday) 583 63 30 1

13.12.2017 
(Wednesday) 628 60 23 7

14.12.2017 
(Thursday) 588 56 28 3

15.12.2017 
(Friday) 725 72 25 4

18.12.2017 
(Monday) 712 68 28 1

19.12.2017 
(Tuesday) 731 55 21 2

Suma 6453 627 247 37

3.2 Practical measurement on the road 
section Heľpa-Brezno

Second practical measurement we carried out on the territory 
of Banská Bystrica region, in the road section between Heľpa and 
Brezno. Th is road section is part of the I. class road no. 66 (I / 66). 
It is the fi rst class road that connects Šaha border crossing with 
Zvolen, Banská Bystrica and gradually crosses through Brezno 
and Poprad to the border crossing in Tatranská Javorina. Th e 
total length of this measurement was 246.75 km. Th e section of 
road on which the measurement was performed was 27.4 km long 
and, with the ideal traffi  c the passage time was approximately 25 
minutes. All ten practical measurements were made from Heľpa 
Hotel in Heľpa to General Štefánik Square in Brezno. Tracking 
off enses have been recorded in the census sheets, back and forth. 
Practical measurement took place this time in March, during ten 
business days following, as was the case in the fi rst case. Measured 
section from Heľpy to Brezno is shown in Fig 4.

Figure 5 shows the total number of vehicles crossing the 
section, as well as the number of off enses tracked by the drivers on 
the section. All numbers are expressed on the individual days the 
measurements were made. Th e total sums are displayed, whether 
the number of vehicles or individual off enses. It can also be seen 
that the traffi  c density on Friday was somewhat higher than on 
other days.

Fig. 4. The measured section between the village of Heľpa and the 

town of Brezno [own study]

 Fig. 5. Data processed from the second measurement sheet; x 

– date of measurement, y - number of vehicles (orange = 

vehicles observed, grey = driver eating and drinking, red = 

driver smoking, blue = driver using cell phone) [own study]

Table 2. Results of measurement on the Heľpa-Brezno route for 

individual days [own study]

Date
Number 

of vehicles 
observed

Drivers 
smoking

Drivers 
eating and 

drinking

Driver 
using cell 

phone

14.3.2018 
(Wednesday) 659 82 12 4

15.3.2018 
(Thursday) 593 74 18 3

16.3.2018 
(Friday) 732 99 23 11

19.3.2018 
(Monday) 671 79 22 6

20.3.2018 
(Tuesday) 619 66 14 5

21.3.2018 
(Wednesday) 633 57 15 5

22.3.2018 
(Thursday) 608 62 16 3

23.3.2018 
(Friday) 714 88 24 7

26.3.2018 
(Monday) 680 73 21 9

27.3.2018 
(Tuesday) 616 70 18 6

Suma 6525 750 183 59
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We can observe that 6 525 vehicles passed through the section 
during the period under review, of which 5 533 (85%) represents 
drivers who did not carry out any activity that we tracked during the 
measurement. The number 750 (11%) represents the drivers who 
used the cell phone while passing observed section. Furthermore, 
183 (3%) of the drivers smoked while driving, while the lowest 
number was only 59 (1%), showing the drivers who were eating or 
drinking while driving. 

3.3 Evaluation of results of practical 
measurement and recommendations

We made practical measurements concerning two sections 
of road communications. These two sections were located in two 
different territories. In these measurements, we found out how many 
drivers use a cell phone smoked and consumed while driving. 

By practical measurements, we found that the number of vehicles 
crossed in the first measuring area between the towns of Žilina and 
Rajec was smaller compared to that in the Banská Bystrica region. 
Since this difference was not significant one and the first stretch is 
approximately 8 km shorter, it shows that the traffic density was 
somewhat denser in this section. We also found that the number 
of drivers who did not carry out the monitored activities ranged 
from 85-86% of the total number of vehicles crossed. The number 
of drivers who violated the law while driving, was approximately the 
same in both sections, and ranged around 10%. Other activities did 
not differ significantly. For smoking while driving, numbers on both 
sections was around 3%. When eating and drinking, the number of 
offenses ranged around 1%. This offense led drivers at least during 
the ride. 

This number of offenses is quite alarming, since these are activities 
which, according to statistics, most often cause the occurrence 
of traffic accidents. When counting all three types of offenses, the 
numbers move around 15%. These numbers are quite high, 
not to mention other activities that drivers perform while driving, 
distracting their attention, that can may also have an impact on the 
occurrence of a traffic accident. This quite large numbers should be 
reduced as quickly as possible. This is possible in several ways. In the 
following section, we suggest several ways to reduce these offenses. 

4. Conclusion

Based on our research we are providing some recommendations 
to reduce the risk of drivers´ distraction related to public awareness 
campaigns, education programs, drivers´ training, legislation 
and control. With these recommendations are covered the three 
traditional areas of intervention in road safety: driver, vehicle and 
environment [9, 10].

Public awareness campaigns, driver education and training 
programs can differ a lot in terms of purpose and approach. 
However, at the same time they can be complementary. In fact, in 
the literature, basic guidelines have been established to consider 
when planning activities for both purposes - awareness and 
education [11, 12]. The first recommended step is to promote 
greater awareness regarding distracted driving, and, simultaneously, 

to disseminate information about the magnitude of the problem, 
and its potential adverse consequences, with the main purpose of 
modifying practices and habits of the driver. It is recommended to 
avoid general messages such as ‘must pay attention while driving’, 
since the driver usually interprets that they are not directed to 
him/her. On the contrary, it is indicated as convenient to address 
specific risk groups (young and novice drivers, older drivers, and 
also parents, educators and people with social influence). Regarding 
the messages, they should be clear, concise, easy to memorize and 
should refer to specific behaviours. Also educational programs that 
include direct contact with the victims of traffic accidents has been 
shown to be very effective. 

The literature places special emphasis on the need to educate 
novice drivers, for example, by updating and including specific 
information in driver’s license manuals, or implementation of 
programs as Graduated Driver Licensing, where new drivers acquire 
experience gradually. It is important to focus on young drivers 
because they are at higher risk in general and they are representing 
the beginning of a new generation of drivers who engage in a full 
range of distracting behaviors (e.g., browsing on a cell phone). The 
use of non-traditional methods as social networks to promote anti-
distraction messages, discuss road safety issues and disseminate 
prevention programs can be also very effective for this target group 
[3]. As was already mentioned, aaccording to the Naturalistic 
driving study observed drivers were engaged in distracting activities 
in average during 51.93 % of their driving time. This is resulting 
in a crash risk that is 2.0 times higher than model driving. These 
estimates could represent the near road safety future if decisive 
actions to reduce distraction-related crashes are not taken. 

New technologies are developing faster than the capacity 
to establish laws that regulate their use and application. For this 
reason, it highlights the need for permanent revisions and updates 
of the road safety laws, as well as to include regulations on specific 
behaviours (use of cell phones and other electronic devices). 

Currently the automotive industry has a central role in the 
management of drivers’ distraction and inattention while driving. 
In relation to the new technologies incorporated in vehicle, a series 
of recommendations have been created for the design of electronic 
devices, in order to reduce the workload that they generate on the 
driver [13]. Although, as mentioned, the technologies incorporated 
in the vehicle can be an important source of distraction, in recent 
years there has been developed also devices that can help the driver 
to detect the moments in which he/she is inattentive or distracted 
and which are of potential risk [15-19]. So it is recommended to put 
effort in developing new shock avoidance technologies. However, 
a fundamental aspect, and object of controversy for its possible 
distracting effect, is the way in which these systems communicate 
with the driver and the workload or stress that involves so many 
technological systems sending messages simultaneously. On 
the other hand, given that less effort and controlled attention is 
required by the driver, such systems can reduce the perception of 
risk and, paradoxically, facilitate what they want to prevent [20]. 
At this point it is important to remember that the lower is the 
demand for driving, the higher is the residual attention available 
to perform a secondary task [21, 22]. Overcoming this problem is 
one of the main challenges that is currently facing the automotive 
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industry with objective of reducing driving risks derived from 
new technologies. Another aspect that is important to take into 
account is that technology-based solutions can be difficult to 
implement due to the high costs involved, market resistances and 
their not completely proven. 

As a part of the measures aimed at the road environment, the 
first recommended aspect is the improvement of infrastructure. In 
relation to this aspect it is suggested the installation of systems in 
the roads that allow reducing or correcting distractions (for example 
the rough rumble strips in side rails that warn drivers when they are 
deviating from the traffic lane) [13]. It is also suggested to provide 
enough spaces on the road to stop and rest [23]. Regarding road signs, 
it is recommended that they are simple, unambiguous, and quick to 
interpret. When designing road signs it is important to consider that 
the driver does not always act as a conscious and rational agent who 
pays attention to all signals and makes deliberate decisions based on 
the information. On the contrary, driver often attends signals in a 
selective manner, as he/she pays attention only to a small proportion 
of the existing signs according to the circumstances and his/her own 
experience [24]. 

Drivers´ distraction and inattention is a multidimensional 
problem that requires multiple solutions and the coordinated efforts 
of numerous actors at the private and public levels. Interventions 
based on a single type of methodology do not seem to be sufficient or 
effective [25]. The recommendations on road safety should definitely 
revolve around several axes and involve different social actors.
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ABSTRACT
There is no doubt, that railway has to be safe. More precisely safety, security and cybersecurity have to be ensured. 
However, it was always a question how safe railway system has to be to be accepted as safe. Paper starts from ‘fail-
safe’ principle and ‘safety integrity levels’ which were introduced respectively for traditional and electronic signalling 
equipment. It describes then three most representative explicit risk estimation methods, which are used for assessing 
influence on safety caused by significant changes being introduced or planned to be introduced in the railway system 
(not only for signalling). It also presents how overall railway related risk is calculated for individual countries in 
the European Union. All that however, does not support safety, security and cybersecurity related decisions, which 
have to be taken in case of planning, constructing and reconstructing of modern railway systems utilising control-
command and other communication based systems supporting safety and security. Paper proposes matrix based 
approach defined by author on the basis of the ‘communication based train control and management enhanced 
safety and security impact reference model’ (e-SSIRM model), which was defined by author and presented during 
Transport Systems Telematics TST’2018 conference. 
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1. Introduction

Railway traffic safety as well as rail transport security have to be 
ensured. The main question is how safe the railway traffic has to be 
in order to be accepted as safe and how secured the rail transport 
has to be in order to be accepted as secured. Such judgment for 
the whole railway system of the Community and for the railway 
systems of individual Member States of the European Union, 
regarding safety, is included in the dedicated directive [1]. As a legal 
document directive states that railways are safe, but precautions 
have to be taken to keep and improve safety in the future. Especially 
keep safety level disregarding railway transport liberalization, and 
improve safety when possible and reasonable. Directive defines so 
called ‘Common Safety Indicators’ (CSI), which are subdivided into 
‘indicators relating to accidents’ and ‘indicators relating to incidents 

and near-misses’. That allows post factum safety quantification – 
calculating whether during passed year amount of dangerous situations 
and potentially dangerous situations were higher or lower. The way how 
such calculations are done is described as a dedicated ‘Common Safety 
Method’ (CSM) in a dedicated European Commission Decision [2]. 
This is however not sufficient to judge about safety in advance. 

It has to be admit, that it is not possible to anticipate railway 
traffic safety for coming years. It would be helpful however to define 
tool which would allow not only to foresee safety, but also to foresee 
different safety levels depending on safety measures which could 
be taken. That would allow rail based transport experts to take 
reasonable decisions. Decisions on safety measures are being taken 
for countrywide railway systems, for individual railway lines, for light 
rail systems, for metros, etc. Supporting safety related decisions by 
safety quantification seems to be possible in case of relatively small 
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systems comprising infrastructure and rolling stock, which is used to 
offer transport services as well as traffic rules and dedicated personnel. 
Such tool, which is intended to be used in advance to define safety 
measures is outlined in this article. It is also complemented with tool for 
quantification of the security measures, based on the same principles, 
as security challenges are presently more and more important for rail 
based transport systems.

2. Classic approach to systems 
supporting railway safety

Railway traffic safety was important from the very beginning 
in nineteen century especially because of huge masses being 
hauled by locomotives, inertial effects and resulting long braking 
distances. Two main principles have to be pointed – the fail-safe 
principle and the safety integrity levels. 

2.1 Fail-safe principle

Every technical solution supporting railway traffic safety can 
fail. This however cannot lead to dangerous situations. As a result 
of a failure trackside signal, which should command the driver to 
stop the train, cannot display proceed aspect. For that purpose all 
possible failures are subdivided into right-side failures and wrong-
side failures. All possible wrong-side failures are then protected 
with additional safety measures, which have to impose fail-safety 
in case of a recognized dangerous failure, and cannot result with 
new possible wrong-side failures. As an vivid example one could 
point at a mechanical semaphore. Its arm is pulled up by wire to 
command proceeding only up to 45º. As a result in case of a 
break of the wire fail-safe principle is ensured by gravity, which 
does not fail. This is why semaphore arm in horizontal position 
commands stopping the train. Application of the fail safe principle 
was always verified during technical solution acceptance processes 
by simulating different kinds of failures – broken wires, short-
circuits, leaking braking pipe, etc. 

Application of the fail-safe principle was, and is, perceived as 
ensuring safety for mechanical, electro-mechanical and electric 
devices. For electronic, programmable, digital solutions it is not 
possible to verify system operation in all possible degraded situations 
during acceptance processes. Fail-safe principle for such technical 
solutions can only be applied on the level of modules – e.g. to verify 
that safety is ensured in case of no power. Supplementary approach 
was defined by adopting dedicated railway ‘Reliability Availability 
Maintainability and Safety’ RAMS standards in 1990s [6, 8, 9, 10]. 

2.2 Safety Integrity Levels – from SIL 0 to SIL 4

Basic rules for assessment of the inherent safety of the signalling 
and control command systems utilizing electronic, programmable 
and digital solutions was described in EN 50126 standard, which 
was recently subdivided into generic RAMS approach [6] and 
system approach to safety [7]. 

Overall safety assessment is based on a matrix of frequency of 
occurrence of hazardous events and severity levels of consequences 

of their concurrency. Approach is a bit similar to utilized commonly, 
well-known, failure modes and effects analysis approach called FMEA. 
For railway applications more frequencies and consequences are 
foreseen. From the occurrence point of view event can be classified 
as frequent, probable, occasional, remote, improbable and incredible. 
Each frequency expression is well defined. From the consequences 
point of view event can be classified as insignificant, marginal, critical 
and catastrophic. Also each consequence expression is well defined 
in a standard. Matrix subdivides risks into four categories. Negligible 
risks are acceptable by definition. Tolerable risks are acceptable if 
adequate control measures are applied by user, and therefore require 
user agreement. Undesirable risks are those ones, which shall only be 
accepted when their additional protection is accepted as impracticable 
by railway authority. Intolerable risks have to be excluded by safety 
measures lowering frequency and/or consequences. 

Overall safety assessment is complemented by inherent safety 
verifications for all electronic, programmable and digital systems 
and devices. For that purpose EN 50128 [8] defines rules which 
have to be applied for developing software applications and 
protecting data. For signalling and control command equipment 
it is required e.g. to process data in at least two channels using 
software applications prepared by different programmers using 
different tools (different computer language, different compiling 
tools, etc.) and results compared by safe hardware comparator. It 
is required to apply appropriate measures to protect source data, 
to protect stored application software, and appropriate immunity 
against failures, miss-uses, extreme weather conditions, etc. For that 
purpose EN 50129 [9] defines so called safety integrity levels from 
SIL 0 to SIL 4. SIL level has to be proved by safety case comprising 
protection against random failures and against systematic failures. 
The first being associated with e.g. damages in materials constituting 
hardware of the memory, the second being associated with human 
errors e.g. in design, in construction and commissioning as well 
as in maintenance. As railway safety related systems and devices 
are serving railway lines, stations and traction rolling stock, and 
utilise equipment spread along trackside and in trains such systems 
intensively employ different types of transmission. All relevant 
transmissions have to be protected in an adequate way against 
internal failures and external influences having different source 
and different scale e.g. starting from weather conditions going up 
to cyber-crime. Requirements in that respect are also defined in a 
dedicated standard [10].

Signalling and control command equipment are required to 
provide SIL 4. For low density lines some railways accept SIL  2 
equipment. This is however not explicit stated in most countries. 
More and more train producers impose SIL  2 on equipment 
provided by sub-suppliers e.g. for power converters, engines, air 
conditioning systems, etc. 

All that results with 0/1 assessment – system / device cannot 
be put in service if appropriate SIL level is not ensured. The open 
question is how to differentiate different solutions from the safety 
point of view. 
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3. Key functionalities for safety 
and security

In order to diff erentiate diff erent solutions from the safety point of 
view it is crucial to defi ne key functionalities. Such key functionalities 
can be defi ned both for safety and for security supporting systems and 
devices. Th is is reasonable as security since years is also supported by 
technical solutions, which are using electronic, programmable, 
digital equipment spread in diff erent locations and communicating 
with each other. Such key functionalities were defi ned by author in an 
article for the 16th International Conference on Transport Systems 
Telematics in 2016 [4]. 

3.1 Key functionalities provided by technical 
systems which are supporting railway 
traffi  c safety 

Systems and devices supporting railway traffi  c safety comprise 
signalling equipment (track occupancy checking, excluding 
confl icting paths thru stations, managing train spacing along sections 
between stations, etc.), control command equipment which is divided 
into track-side  installations and on-board  installations (taking 
data  from signalling equipment, processing data into electronic 
movement authorities (MA), transmitting MAs to trains and 
receiving and checking received MAs, and supervising train runs 
accordingly) as well as voice communication, area emergency 
brake systems and functions supporting automatic operation. 

Fig. 1. Safety and security impact reference model – safety domain [4]

Key sixteen functionalities are shown on Fig. 1. – four key 
signalling ones, four key control command track-side and four key 
control command on-board ones, two associated with cab signalling 
and voice communication and last two associated with automatic 
train operation. 

3.2 Key functionalities provided by technical 
systems which are supporting railway 
transport security

Similarly sixteen key functionalities were defi ned for technical 
systems supporting security [4], although technical systems in 
that respect were introduced only recently. 

One can argue, that security, the same way like safety, was 
necessary and was ensured from the beginning of railway history. 

Th is is true, however safety was supported by rules, procedures, 
personnel and technical solutions, while security was supported 
by rules, procedures and personnel. The amount of technical 
solutions was very limited. As an example of security one could 
point ‘platform tickets’, required to enter train stopping area as a 
measure to minimise presence of untitled people on the platforms. 
Real technical support for security was introduced however with 
electronic, programmable, digital solutions using data collection, 
data transmission and data analyses. Video-monitoring systems 
can be pointed as an example.

Late introduction of technical systems supporting security results 
with lack of classic approach to systems supporting railway transport 
safety, which would be similar to classic approach to systems 
supporting railway traffi  c safety, described in chapter 2. However 
concept of safety integrity levels can be applied.

Fig. 2. Safety and security impact reference model – security 

domain [4]

Systems and devices supporting railway transport security also 
comprise diff erent types of equipment, e.g. supporting passenger 
personal security and health, supporting security personnel 
protecting railway transport against crime, vandalism and terrorism 
and enlarging protection against natural and construction disasters. 

Key sixteen functionalities are shown on Fig. 2. – four key 
directly for passengers, four key against crime and vandalism and 
four complementary ones against terrorism as well as four against 
disasters. Presently all those functionalities can be, and are in some 
cases, technically supported. 

3.3 Cybersecurity in technical systems 
supporting railway traffi  c safety and 
railway transport security

Electronic, programmable, digital systems supporting railway 
traffi  c safety and railway transport security by defi nition utilize 
data. Th e data is acquired, stored, computed, transmitted and can 
be corrupted. Data corruption can be caused by natural processes 
e.g. by lightning or material aging or by unauthorised interventions, 
especially by cyber-crime. As already mentioned in chapter 2.2. 
appropriate protection was introduced in safety domain on the basis 
of RAMS standards [6-10] and can be utilized in security domain as 
far as appropriate. 
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Fig. 3. Data redundancy for cybersecurity in communication 

systems [10]

RAMS standards require technical protection against un-correct 
data acquisition (including no infl uence on source data), against data 
storage corruption, against incorrect data processing and of course 
against errors in data transmission. Protecting data storage and 
computation starts with preventing unauthorised access and requires 
frequent data verifi cations (including storage of soft ware). Protecting 
data acquisition requires taking into account technical characteristics 
of source systems and their protection solutions. Protecting data 
transmission is based in between others on additional data – on 
redundancies. Basic data redundancy concept is shown on Fig. 4. 
which is taken from one of the RAMS standards [10].

4. Quantifi cation of safety, 
security and cybersecurity

Th e easy way is to say, that safety and security as well as 
cybersecurity have to be ensured. Th is is not enough to judge 
whether they are complete and good enough. 

Th e main diffi  culty is to ensure, that all three are fully taken into 
account – that there are no holes in protection. Th e fi rst connotation 
which appears is a connotation with patch soft ware closing protection 
shortages found in commonly used soft ware. It is important to 
improve protection especially when soft ware developer learns from 
the market, that its soft ware is not resilient against new types of attacks. 
However it is even more important to verify whether protection has 
no holes on functional level. Safety, security and cybersecurity require 
protection along whole chain of processes. 

It is proposed to use concept of knock-out questions for ensuring 
no holes on functional level. Such concept was introduced by railway 
industry in International Railway Industry Standard (IRIS) [11], 
which is dedicated to assessing quality management systems of the 
rolling stock producers sub-suppliers. 

It is proposed to defi ne also diff erentiating questions refl ecting 
state of the art of technical systems supporting safety and security 
and the state of the art of cybersecurity protection. 

4.1 Knock-out questions regarding technical 
systems which are supporting railway 
traffi  c safety 

Following knock-out questions are proposed regarding safety: 
• Whether all tracks with their full length are covered by track 

occupancy systems? 
• Whether all track occupancy systems fully apply fail-safe rules? 
• Whether all track occupancy systems utilizing electronic, 

programmable or simply digital solutions have safety cases 
elaborated by producers and verifi ed by independent safety 
assessors proving SIL 4?

• Whether all station interlockings, line block systems and level 
crossing protection systems fully apply fail-safe rules? 

• Whether all station interlockings, line block systems and level 
crossing protection systems have safety cases elaborated by 
producers and verifi ed by independent safety assessors proving 
SIL 4?

• Whether all track sections are protected by visible track-side 
signals or visualised in the cabs on-board in all trains permitted 
to run? 

• Whether all signals fully apply fail-safe rules? 
• Whether all signal types are included in safety cases elaborated 

by producers and verifi ed by independent safety assessors 
proving SIL 4? 

• Whether all technical solutions for data acquisition from 
interlockings, line block systems and level crossing protection 
systems (used for electronic movement authorities) do not 
infl uence, under any foreseeable circumstances, safety of the 
interlockings, line block systems and level crossing protection 
systems? 

• Whether all technical solutions used for data acquisition from 
interlockings, line block systems and level crossing protection 
systems fully apply fail-safe rules? 

• Whether all technical solutions for data acquisition from 
interlockings, line block systems and level crossing protection 
systems have safety cases elaborated by producers and verifi ed 
by independent safety assessors proving SIL 4? 

• Whether all technical solutions for data processing for 
electronic movement authorities fully apply fail-safe rules? 

• Whether all technical solutions for data processing for electronic 
movement authorities have safety cases elaborated by producers 
and verifi ed by independent safety assessors proving SIL 4? 

• Whether all messages, especially those containing movement 
authorities, contain data enabling sender authentication? 

• Whether all messages, especially those containing movement 
authorities, contain data enabling verifi cation of validity? 

• Whether on-board control command equipment verifies 
sender authentications and message validities of all received 
messages, especially those containing movement authorities? 

• Whether on-board control command equipment properly 
estimates and takes into account errors of the distance and 
speed measurements? 

• Whether on-board control command equipment properly 
estimates and takes into account train braking dynamics? 
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• Whether all on-board control command elements fully apply 
fail-safe rules? 

• Whether all on-board control command elements are fully 
taken into account in safety cases elaborated by producers and 
verified by independent safety assessors proving SIL 4? 

• Whether on-board control command equipment provides 
drivers with visualisation of the electronic movement 
authorities? or Whether on-board equipment automatically 
changes speed using on-board control command elements?

• Whether voice radio communication is provided for 
drivers and signalmen? or Whether on-board equipment 
automatically controls and commands on-board and 
trackside equipment (e.g. pantograph, main circuit-breaker, 
train doors and platform doors)?

Each knock-out question may have positive answer (YES = 1) 
or negative answer (NO = 0). The overall value is a product of all 
of them. Even a single negative answer is a knock-out for safety of 
a whole solution. 

4.2 Knock-out questions regarding technical 
systems which are supporting railway 
transport security

Following knock-out questions are proposed regarding security: 
• Whether passenger information is provided in all areas of all 

stations, which are accessible for passengers, and includes all 
necessary information about trains and their delays? 

• Whether passenger information is provided in all trains and 
includes all necessary information about running (e.g. next 
station, provided connections) and traffic disturbances (e.g. 
delays, lost connections)?

• Whether fire protection is provided in all areas of all stations, 
which are accessible for passengers as well as in all areas of 
all stations, which are for railway personnel and for technical 
equipment? 

• Whether fire protection is provided in all trains?
• Whether electric shock protection is provided in all areas of 

all stations, which are accessible for passengers as well as in all 
areas of all stations, which are for railway personnel and for 
technical equipment? 

• Whether electric shock protection is provided in all trains?
• Whether protection against falling objects in infrastructure, 

especially in passenger areas, is provided if necessary?
• Whether persons with reduced mobility are able to reach all 

places necessary for traveling in case of all stations, especially 
to reach ticket offices, waiting rooms, information offices and 
platforms?

• Whether areas accessible for passengers in all stations are 
provided with emergency call devices enabling requesting help 
when necessary?

• Whether all trains are provided with emergency call devices 
enabling passengers to request help when necessary?

• Whether areas accessible for passengers in all stations are 
fully covered with video-monitoring?

• Whether areas accessible for passengers in all trains are fully 
covered with video-monitoring?

• Whether areas accessible for passengers in all stations 
are accessible for railway police and cooperating security 
formations?

• Whether railway police and cooperating security staff is 
provided with radio communication enabling communication 
with signalmen and dispatchers responsible for traffic control? 

• Whether on-board personnel is provided with technical 
means enabling requesting railway police interventions? 

• Whether attempts to break into technical areas, containers 
and cabinets used for technical equipment (e.g. for signalling, 
power supply, communication) are technically detected?

• Whether all restricted areas, which are used by railway 
personnel are protected against unauthorised access?

• Whether anti-terrorist formations are provided with access 
to video-monitoring together with video-stream analyser if 
available?

• Whether anti-terrorist formations are provided with radio 
communication enabling communication with signalmen and 
dispatchers responsible for traffic control?

• Whether protection against extreme weather conditions, which 
may appear during operational life cycle of the functionally 
separated rail system, is provided?

• Whether rescue services are provided with full information 
about cargo including dangerous goods?

• Whether rescue services are provided with radio communica-
tion enabling communication with signalmen and dispatchers 
responsible for traffic control?

• Whether appropriate access, for example roads, are provided 
for rescue services?

• Whether appropriately equipped rescue areas are provided 
for rescue services?

Each knock-out question may have positive answer (YES = 1) 
or negative answer (NO = 0). The overall value is a product of all 
of them. Even a single negative answer is a knock-out for security 
of a whole solution. 

4.3 Knock-out questions regarding 
cybersecurity in technical systems 
supporting railway traffic safety and 
railway transport security

Following knock-out questions are proposed regarding 
cybersecurity: 

• Whether all communication systems used by signalling systems 
and devices are covered by safety cases elaborated by producers 
and verified by independent safety assessors proving SIL 4?

• Whether unauthorised person can join railway dedicated voice 
communication?

• Whether unauthorised person can switch off or divest 
signalmen and/or dispatchers their voice communication and/
or can divest security staff or anti-terrorist formations or rescue 
services their access to voice communication?

• Whether all communication systems used by control command 
systems and devices are covered by safety cases elaborated by 
producers and verified by independent safety assessors proving 
SIL 4?
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• Whether unauthorised person can switch off or divest 
communication means used by technical systems and devices 
supporting security?

Each knock-out question may have positive answer (YES = 
1) or negative answer (NO = 0). The overall value is a product 
of all of them. Even a single negative answer is a knock-out for 
cybersecurity of a whole solution. 

4.4 Examples of differentiating questions 

The knock-out questions ensure elimination of solutions, which 
have significant discrepancies from safety, security or cybersecurity 
point of view. They however does not provide any ranking. To 
ensure such possibility it is important to define questions which 
are differentiating technical solutions. The knock-out questions 
should be established in a technical specification which can become 
a standard in the future. Differentiating questions as the ones which 
are used to point characteristics ensuring extra protection and 
should follow state of the art of technical support for safety, security 
and cybersecurity should be open for modifications. 

Following differentiating questions are proposed regarding safety: 
• Whether control command messages contain data which are 

used by on-board control command equipment for verification 
of completeness and coherency of all received messages?

• Whether on-board control command equipment verifies 
cryptographic protection of all received messages?

• Whether drivers are informed by control command about 
latest places for starting braking and warned before equipment 
interventions?

• Whether automatic braking interventions are using more 
than one braking mode (full service braking and emergency 
braking)?

• Whether receiving emergency signal automatically initiates 
braking which ensures stopping in a place appropriate for 
evacuation and for security and rescue staff interventions?

Following differentiating questions are proposed regarding 
security: 

• Whether emergency medical equipment, especially automated 
external defibrillators, are available in all stations in areas 
accessible for passengers and provides with appropriate signs 
and instructions?

• Whether video-monitoring system used for providing security 
is equipped with video-stream analyser ensuring immediate 
generation of security warnings?

• Whether language scanning is provided?
• Whether protection against possible natural disasters is provided?
• Whether tracking of dangerous goods is provided?

Following differentiating questions are proposed regarding 
cybersecurity: 

• Whether in case of detecting loss of communication for 
signalling automatic reconfiguration of communication system 
takes place or automatic switch on of the backup communication 
system takes place to ensure traffic control by technical means 
(and not only procedures)?

• Whether safety related personnel is equipped with backup 
communication means?

• Whether in case of detecting loss of communication for control 
command automatic reconfiguration of communication system 
takes place or automatic switch on of the backup communication 
system takes place to ensure train running supervision?

• Whether in case when control command system is out of order 
trains can be driven on the basis of the signal aspects displayed 
on the track-side signals?

• Whether technical systems and devices supporting security, 
especially video-monitoring systems are provided with backup 
power supply?

It is intentional, that five differentiating questions are defined 
for safety, five for security and five for cybersecurity. Using them 
together with respective knock-out questions for calculating 
products in each case we can receive following values: “0”, “1”, “2”, 
“4”, “8”, “16” and “32”. Such values can be presented as a vector.

  [ safety ,security ,cybersecurity ] (1)

in other notation

  [ SF , SC , CS ] (2)
where:
SF  – product of all answers regarding safety,
SC  – product of all answers regarding security,
CS  – product of all answers regarding cybersecurity.

Maximum value of a vector obtained by taking into account 
differentiating questions for any possible complete functionally 
isolated railway systems is therefore:

  [ 32,32,32 ] (3)

It is however important not only to assign values to safety, 
security and cybersecurity but also to verify their integrity. For that 
purpose it is proposed to define safety, security and cybersecurity 
Functional Integrity Level – FIL similarly to Safety Integrity Level 
– SIL used by RAMS EN standards. Analogy is going deeper as 
for defining product values for safety, security and cybersecurity 
dedicated documents would need to be prepared similar to “safety 
cases” which are being prepared for proving SIL levels, and which 
are verified by “independent safety assessors”. Such documents 
would be based on technical specification (which can become a 
standard in the future), can be named “SS&C functional cases” 
and would be verified by independent assessors. 

The FIL level can be defined thanks to a reference geometrical 
plane, for which maximum vector is perpendicular. An example 
plane can be defined as , which is represented by a matrix:

   (4)

in which rows are representing points and columns are 
representing coordinates of those points in the three dimensional 
space. 
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It is propose to define FIL level as a sinus of an angle between 
vector and reference geometrical plane. As a result FIL would be 
equal “1” when SF, SC and CS are equal (e.g. 32, 32, 32 or 8, 8, 8) 
and drop nonlinearly when they start to differ. Thanks to sinus 
small difference, would not case huge change of the FIL level. 

FIL level as a result would be represented as follows: 

 FILSF, SC, CS = sin <)   ( ,[SF, SC, CS]) (5)

where: 
FILSF, SC, CS - is a safety, security and cybersecurity functional 

integrity level 

So defined FIL will never reach “0”, so alternatively it can be 
proposed to prepare a table with FIL values, as a number of cases 
of vectors with SF, SC and CS is limited as only seven values are 
possible for SF, seven for SC and seven for CS. However in case 
of using sinus function it would be possible to assign not only “1” 
and “2” values to differentiating questions but also values between 
“1” and “2” keeping the amount of five differentiating questions 
for safety, five for security and five for cybersecurity. That would 
result with semi-analogical products of questions regarding safety, 
security and cybersecurity and many differentiated values of FIL 
levels based on sinus function. 

Finally safety, security and cybersecurity could also be defined 
as a 2-by-2 matrix as safety and security values could be treated as 
the main ones put in an upper row while cybersecurity and FIL 
values could be treated as derivative ones put in an lower row of 
the matrix. That would result with: 

   
SF SC
CS FIL  (6)

5. Conclusion

Fail-safe principle as well as Safety Integrity Levels are not 
sufficient for taking decisions about completeness and appropriateness 
of technical solutions supporting safety and security as well as their 
cybersecurity and functional integrity. 

Methodology which is proposed in the paper is dedicated 
for functionally separated rail systems as it takes into account 
infrastructure so called track-side systems and devices as well as 
train equipment so called on-board systems and devices. It could 
be used for functionally separated railway lines e.g. for Pomorska 
Kolej Metropolitalna, but also for whole metro systems e.g. Warsaw 
Metro composed by two lines which could be analysed separately 
or together. It could be used for assessment of automatic peoples 
movers like CDGVAL automated light rail metro service at Paris 
Charles de Gaulle airport and even for non-rail automatic peoples 
movers e.g. the one at Doha international airport.
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ABSTRACT
An airport is a designated area on land, water or other surface, in whole or in part, intended for take-offs, landings and 
above-ground aircraft traffic, including permanent structures and construction facilities contained in its boundaries, 
entered into the register of airports [Air Law]. In accordance with applicable legal regulations regarding civil aviation 
security, air transport requires both the passenger and the airport manager to meet a number of conditions determining 
the ability to travel on board an aircraft. This is mainly related to the limitations imposed by national and EU legal 
regulations. The growing threat of unlawful interference results in further consequences in the form of tighter security 
controls at airports. Technological development, new ways and areas conducive to greater vulnerability, have a decisive 
impact on the methodology and the entire process of screening people and luggage. These activities are aimed, inter 
alia, at detection in a luggage carried by a passenger, a prohibited item that would serve to commit a broadly understood 
act of unlawful interference, which in turn may be, for example, a plane crash. No wonder that the airport manager, who 
is burdened with the main obligation to ensure that the passenger does not have access to prohibited articles on board 
the aircraft, undertakes a number of organizational measures to fulfill this obligation.

KEYWORDS: airport management, security screening, air transport safety and security, explosive 

detection system, explosive trace detection

1. Introduction

Annex 17 of the ICAO regulates safety issues by noticing 
and penalizing the phenomenon of unlawful interference in civil 
aviation. According to this document, acts of unlawful interference 
are acts or attempts to execute acts threatening the safety of civil 
aviation, which include, inter alia:

• unlawful capture of an aircraft,
• destruction of the aircraft in service,
• taking hostages on board aircraft or airports,
• forced entry onto an aircraft, airport area or aerodrome premises,
• bringing weapons or dangerous equipment or material for 

criminal purposes onto an aircraft or airport grounds,

• use of the aircraft in operation to cause death, serious injury 
or serious damage to property or the environment,

• providing false information that may endanger the safety of the 
aircraft during a flight or on the ground, as well as the safety 
of passengers, crew, ground staff or the general public, at the 
airport or civil aircraft facility.

The issue of screening people and baggage, which is the use of 
technical or other means to identify or detect prohibited articles 
[300/2008], is in turn regulated by such detailed documents 
as 2015/1998 or KPOLC, which precisely define the methods of 
security control. Passengers using this form of communication are 
already accustomed to the restrictions laid down in civil aviation. 
Society has accepted the fact that they have to give up certain 
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privileges (present in other areas of communication) for their 
security. Passengers traveling by plane can not carry in their cabin 
luggage items and substances listed, for example, in Appendix 4-C 
to Regulation 2015/1998. These are:

• pistols, firearms and other missile launch devices,
• stunning devices,
• objects with a sharp end or sharp edge,
• working tools,
• blunt tools,
• Explosives materials and devices as well as substances and 

devices,

2. Characteristics and number 
of items not accepted for 
transport

These objects can be used to commit a terrorist act. We can 
divide the attempt to bring prohibited items into two groups. The 
first includes passengers who are not aware that these items may 
pose a threat to civil aviation. These are usually passengers who 
relatively rarely use the aviation form of communication and do not 
have sufficient knowledge about the rules of civil aviation. It is also a 
group of passengers that does not pose a greater threat to the safety 
of air operations. However, prohibited articles they carry with them 
may serve other people to commit an act of unlawful interference. 
Their ignorance of the threat to aviation can be used by people 
planning a terrorist attack. Another group of passengers carrying 
prohibited articles are people who deliberately hide prohibited or 
dangerous articles in their luggage, with the intention of using them 
on board an aircraft. This is the most dangerous group of people, 
because of which it is the airport manager who performs security 
control. Due to the fact that the security guard is not able to assess to 
which group of passengers a given passenger belongs, safety control 
is performed in relation to all passengers with the same care and 
with identical standards. In addition, the safety of passengers is 
also affected by the fact that the first group of passengers who are 
unaware of the threat may serve the second group of passengers to 
terrorists as a tool for committing a criminal act. This can happen, 
for example, thanks to the so-called mule effect, where an unaware 
risk of a passenger is put into the luggage of an object or a dangerous 
substance. A passenger who is unaware of danger is successful 
with such luggage to the control point, where the security control 
operator analyzes the image of the X-ray baggage. At this point, it 
is worth mentioning the role of the security control operator that 
he plays in ensuring security at the airport. The safety of aviation 
operations depends on his skills, experience and training in the 
subject. What is extremely important here is the aspect related to the 
human factor, which has a huge impact on the way and effectiveness 
of the tasks performed by the operator. On the subject of assessing 
the effectiveness of the security control operator during its tasks, 
it was described in detail in the dedicated topic of the article (J. 
Skorupski, P. Uchroński, 2015). Nevertheless, it should be noted 
that in addition to the above-mentioned factors, the attitude of the 
security control operator to the duties performed is one of the most 

important elements determining the effectiveness of detection of 
prohibited items and substances in the passenger’s luggage. In this 
case, it is extremely difficult to assess the effectiveness of the tasks 
performed by the operator. Not every mistake of the security control 
operator, which overlooked the presence of a prohibited item in the 
baggage, consequently results in an act of unlawful interference. On 
the other hand, no additional, repeated security check is carried 
out, which would verify the correctness of its implementation 
by the previously controlling security control operators. For this 
reason, when attempting to evaluate both the effectiveness of 
security controls performed by the security control operator and 
attempts to determine the scale, the quantities carried by passengers 
of prohibited articles, we can only use intermediate values, which, 
after detailed analysis, provide us with reliable information on the 
subject. To this end, a number of tests have been carried out at the 
International Airport to determine the number of prohibited items 
questioned by the operator of security checks and not allowed to be 
carried on board an aircraft in a given period of time. These tests 
were carried out with the participation of security control operators, 
who during the actual traffic recorded in the survey the number 
of items not allowed and their type. These tests were carried out 
on several samples containing 100 passengers passing through a 
security checkpoint within a given time interval. The results of the 
conducted tests are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Number and type of items questioned during security 

screening [own study]

No. Data
No. of 

security 
line

Number of objects 
not allowed for 

transport at 100 
pax

Type of item

1 23.03.2018 2 3 liquids

2 26.03.2018 1 4 liquids

3 27.03.2018 3 6 liquids

4 26.03.2018 4 4 liquids

5 26.03.2018 3 1 liquids

6 27.03.2018 1 8
liquids,  

1- pocket knife, 
1 - scissors

As can be seen from the results of the survey, for every 100 
passengers passing through a security checkpoint, only on average 
over 23 passengers have a prohibited item with them. The summary 
shows the number of items that were noticed by the security 
control operator during the control. The vast majority of the objects 
questioned concerned liquids above 100 ml. It should be noted, 
however, that this result may also be influenced by the season, 
which also decides in a certain way on the type of items carried by 
passengers. Taking into account the results of the conducted tests, it 
should be assumed that only about 4% of passengers traveling by air 
carry a prohibited item. Such a situation may have its justification in 
the growing popularity of traveling by air transport. 
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3. The impact of passenger 
security awareness on the 
number of objects disputed

Along with the increase of this popularity, naturally, the knowledge 
and awareness of passengers about the rules of the airport is also 
increasing. The conducted research has shown that it is the fluids 
that constitute the largest percentage of objects questioned. In the 
analyzed situation, out of the 26 objects questioned, only two cases 
concerned objects other than liquids. This is due to the imprecise 
transfer of information regarding the rules for the carriage of 
liquids. The legal regulations speak about the ban on the carriage 
of aerosols and gels or substances of similar consistency. This full 
information is not always remembered by passengers, which may 
be the reason that in their luggage there are substances mentioned 
above. Of course, at the security checkpoint, there are also promils 
of passengers who bring in other types of prohibited items such as 
scissors or penknives. However, it is a very small group of people 
who either rarely travels by plane or is unaware that they have left 
such an object in the travel bag. Analyzing the topic related to the 
control of hand baggage security and the detection of prohibited 
articles, it is impossible not to discuss the subject in the context of 
this phenomenon. It will of course vary depending on the size of the 
port, its location or even the profile of the airport’s character, however 
the percentage distribution of the number of items transferred by 
the passenger and detected prohibited items will be very similar 
and proportional to the volume of passenger traffic at a given 
airport. The research that was carried out in this area took place 
at the Katowice International Airport, where passenger traffic is at 
the level of 3.9 million in 2017 departing and arriving passengers. 
For comparison, in 2016, 3.2 million passengers were checked. On 
the basis of available transfer protocols for utilization of prohibited 
articles questioned during the screening of passengers’ safety, one 
can observe how the relationship between the number of passengers 
and the number of prohibited articles in question is shaped from 
year to year. Table 2 presents a list of prohibited items disposed of 
in 2015-2017. Due to the fact that for the purposes of utilization, 
individual categories of objects are divided and weighted, the list 
shows only the mass expressed in megagrams of objects not allowed 
on the plane (liquids and prohibited metal objects).

Table 2. Number of prohibited items not allowed for transport 

[own study]

Year Metals(Mg) Liquids(Mg)

2015 6 73

2016 4,8 58

2017 4 42

Research conducted with the participation of security control 
operators showed that for every 600 passengers passing in a given 
time interval, only every 23 passengers carried the item with 
them, first and foremost, the liquid which was not accepted for 

transport. This is only a percentage of around 4% of passengers 
who have a prohibited item or substance with them. On this basis, 
we are able to determine the approximate number of passengers 
who, due to the fact that they have a prohibited object with them, 
will require a more detailed security check. In addition, research 
conducted at the Katowice International Airport also shows what 
is the division of prohibited items carried by passengers due to 
their type. Based on the discussed case, we can state that out of 
the 26 prohibited items brought in, only 2 items were the tools 
of a sharp scissors knife, which is about 7.7% of all prohibited 
items transferred. These data, in turn, already allow quantitative 
and qualitative determination of prohibited items to be expected 
at the security control point. Of course, the final number will 
depend on the size of checked passenger traffic, but nevertheless 
they allow to assess the level of passenger awareness in the field 
of civil aviation security and to plan appropriate organizational 
and infrastructural activities. Such simulation can be carried out 
for planned passenger traffic. Information in the discussed area 
is provided in Table 2, which shows the increase in the number 
of prohibited items depending on the growth of passenger traffic. 
The conducted research allows to assess the impact of passengers’ 
awareness regarding the security principle on the capacity of 
the security control point, and thus provide the opportunity to 
properly plan the necessary terminal and hardware infrastructure. 

4. The relationship between the 
number of forbidden objects 
and the effectiveness of 
the work of security control 
operators

Having information on the number and categories of prohibited 
articles, it is impossible not to mention the issue related to the 
quality of security control being carried out, understood as the 
effectiveness in detecting prohibited items carried by passengers. 
We do not have information on the number of prohibited items 
not detected by OKB. If that were the case, it would be possible to 
take action to eliminate possible irregularities in the way security 
controllers work. However, to be able to verify the quality of work 
of security control operators, a training and verification system 
was created, based on the projection of virtual images of prohibited 
articles (TIP-Treat Image Projection). Such a virtual prohibited 
item is superimposed on the image of the really X-rayed luggage, 
and the security control operator is to detect its presence and 
confirm this fact by pressing the appropriate button on the x-ray 
equipment control panel. Thanks to this tool, it is possible to assess 
the quality of the work of the security control operator in a given 
time interval. In the case we analyzed on March 23, 26 and 27, 
2018, the detection of prohibited items carried by passengers can 
be assessed using dedicated software. It can be noticed then that 
only 12% of prohibited articles are misinterpreted by the security 
control operator. However, taking into account the possibility of 
the operator making a safety check error in the determination 
of TIP, this value in practice may additionally change in favor of 
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the quality and efficiency of the work performed by the operator. 
The summary presented in the Table 4 shows the total number of 
luggage, the total number of TIP and the number of incorrectly 
identified virtual prohibited items.

Table 4. A list of the amount of detected luggage [own study]

23.03.2018r. 26.03.2018r. 27.03.2018r.

Number of 
baggage 7669 Number of 

baggage 8791 Number of 
baggage 9956

Number of TIP 198 Number of TIP 218 Number of TIP 237

Number of  
detected TIP 174 Number of  

detected TIP 185 Number of  
detected TIP 207

Nomber of 
undetected TIP 24 Nomber of 

undetected TIP 33 Nomber of 
undetected TIP 30

Number falsely 
marked 135 Number falsely 

marked 151 Number falsely 
marked 188

5. Conclusion

The conducted research shows the direct dependence between 
passengers’ awareness of the rules applicable to civil aviation security 
and the number of items that are not allowed to be carried on 
board an aircraft. One should notice a certain tendency associated 
with the society becoming accustomed to existing restrictions and 
their acceptance in the name of a higher good which is security. 
Increasing passenger awareness mainly concerns bans that have 
been in operation at airports for many years. An expression of this 
state of affairs is the minimal amount (in relation to the number of 
passengers) of metal objects such as scissors knives or other sharp 
tools. We can certainly depend on this dependence on the type 
of passengers using air transport, frequency of flights they make, 
and destinations, but this issue will be the object of the authors’ 
interest during further research. The conducted experiments have 
also shown that this aspect related to passenger safety control can 
have a significant impact on the process of planning dedicated 
infrastructure. It also allows determining the need for the 
number of security control points, the necessary equipment and 
determining the costs of maintaining and operating the available 
infrastructure related to the passenger safety check. Research also 
raises an important issue related to the awareness of passengers as 
a factor affecting the way, but also the quality of security control. 
Spreading the passenger’s awareness in the discussed area is an 
important contribution not only to the optimization of the entire 

passenger safety control process, increasing the capacity of the 
security control point, but also positively affects the quality and 
effectiveness of the security control. This is all the more important 
since the sense of security among the society triggers in it a kind of 
control of the environment in which the passenger is, thus reducing 
the vulnerability of such a place (in this case the airport) to the 
occurrence of a situation threatening safety. The security control 
operator may then only focus on searching for dangerous objects 
hidden in the bag, which can be consciously used on board the 
aircraft to commit an act of unlawful interference.
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ABSTRACT
The main problem of paper was formulated as follows: What should be the structure of the Fleet Monitoring System 
and Personnel Management, taking into account national and international legal regulations and existing threats? 
The following specific problems resulted from the mentioned problem: What advantages and disadvantages have 
identified vehicle monitoring systems in the world and in Europe? What should be the functional, communication 
and physical structure of the Fleet Monitoring System and Personnel Management? What should cover the 
requirements of devices included in the system? Main hypothesis: The Fleet Monitoring System for Vehicles and 
Personnel Management should ensure proper, undisturbed organization of transport, monitoring of means of 
transport and threats, which depends mainly on the professional competences of employees, and secondly on the 
technical condition of infrastructure and road fleet. While submitting the main hypothesis to the process, detailed 
hypotheses were formulated: Professional competences of employees (KZP) are a key element of the smooth 
functioning of the system. The technical condition of the infrastructure (STI) has a significant impact on the smooth 
functioning of the system. Requirements for devices should include standards, standards and modern solutions in 
the field of ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems).

KEYWORDS: vehicle fleet, monitoring, personnel management, system

1. Introduction 

In Poland, there is currently no system to monitor the fleet of 
vehicles at the penalty level or even the regional level. Only bus 
traffic control systems operate in major cities in Poland.

Domestic and EU legal acts impose obligations on administration, 
inspection services and carriers in the scope of monitoring road 
transport.

Directive 2010/40 [2] defines monitoring areas in the scope 
of: optimal use of road, traffic and travel data, and continuity of 
ITS services related to traffic management and freight transport, 
ITS applications related to safety and traffic protection, vehicle 
connection with transport infrastructure.

The Act on the Transport of Dangerous Goods [14] sets 
out the rules for conducting operations in the field of domestic 
and international road transport of dangerous goods as well as 

bodies and units performing tasks related to this carriage. As 
part of the supervision exercised, the minister responsible for 
transport collects information in order to monitor events involving 
dangerous goods and actions taken in connection with these 
events, monitor the scale of violations of regulations regarding the 
transport of dangerous goods, and monitor the training process in 
the transport of dangerous goods.

The Act on the road and rail transport monitoring system [15]  
defines the principles of the road and rail transport monitoring 
system, hereinafter referred to as the “transport monitoring 
system”, responsibility for the breach of duties related to the 
transport of the sending entity, the receiving entity, the carrier, the 
means of transport. Carriage of goods - the movement of goods on 
or through the territory of the country by means of transport on a 
public or national railway network, including stopovers required 
during this transfer, transhipment and unloading.
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The transport monitoring system includes the collection and 
processing of data on the transport of goods, in particular with 
the use of technical means for this monitoring, the use of the ICT 
system and control of the implementation of obligations under the 
Act. Data control is carried out by: Head of the National Fiscal 
Administration, officers of the Customs and Tax Service, Police 
officers, Border Guard officers, inspectors of the Road Transport 
Inspection.

2. Statistics of accidents and 
road transport goods 

In 2017, around 175 million tonnes [10] (around 479 thousand 
tonnes per day) of dangerous goods were transported in Poland, 
which quite often constitute a deadly threat. To transport by 
means of transport, which has a load capacity of 18 tons, 26 611 
trucks are needed daily.

Transportation of dangerous goods causes a large number of local 
hazards annually [3, 11, 13]: chemical (263) and ecological (725). 
Among the factors causing the largest number of incidents involving 
dangerous goods are non-compliance with road safety rules: 104 
(40%) for chemical hazards and 446 (62%) for ecological ones. Threats 
resulting from the way of storage and transport of dangerous goods 
are also dominant. Statistics on the technical condition of vehicles and 
tanks used for transport indicate that the number of transport defects 
is 37 (14%) for chemical hazards and 78 (11%) for ecological ones.

In Poland, there are on average up to 70 road accidents in the 
transport of dangerous goods a year, in 2010-2015 there were a 
total of 456 accidents. As a result of the analysis, it should be noted 
that the majority of accidents are related to transport in tanks. 
Accidents involving tanks constitute on average about 75% of all 
accidents per year. This trend remains stable.

During the last 6 years 255 serious technical failures took place 
in road transport, including 154 failures in transport of dangerous 
goods, which constitutes as much as 59% of all breakdowns.

It is need to implement vehicle monitoring system, to control 
the work of drivers, buyers, traders, security services, etc. It is 
also the ability to quickly respond to changing market demands, 
planning and increased sense of safety.

3. Characteristics of proposed 
system

3.1 General requirements

The development of a theoretical model and requirements for 
devices of the Fleet Monitoring System and Staff Management can 
significantly contribute to:

• filling the existing information gap between theory and 
practice in monitoring systems, by supplementing knowledge 
about new technologies and standards in the area of vehicle 
fleet monitoring and personnel management, which will 

result from the analysis of legal, planning and new types of 
threats,

• introduction of new solutions to the science of vehicle fleet 
monitoring systems, which will translate into support for 
Polish R & D units and enterprises in the field of increasing 
the experience of scientific staff and transport managers, 
acquiring new skills in the areas of knowledge presented by 
developed in the framework of technologies project,

• Initiating the implementation of new technologies developed 
within the project, because management in the information age 
requires comprehensive tools reducing uncertainty resulting 
from the environment and supporting the implementation of 
the strategy.

• Initiating the implementation of this concept can contribute to:
• improvement of vehicle and personnel management, 

improvement of road traffic safety as well as protection of 
people and the environment,

• development of methods to minimize the risks of road 
transport, damage and costs,

• improvement of information exchange between the road 
infrastructure managers and elements of the crisis management 
system,

• development of methods for cooperation of emergency services 
and ensuring their continuity in the case of road accidents and 
technical failures

Methodological solutions developed and verified as part of 
the project will have a cognitive value in Polish enterprises and 
scientific units.

Thanks to the proposed solution, the consortium will fulfil the 
obligation to apply European standards and national regulations, 
will be able to optimize business processes and reduce operating 
costs. The latest technology will provide increased safety, which 
is important especially in the transport of dangerous goods. The 
constant pressure of time, punctuality, the need to select optimal 
routes, control of efficiency and cost-effectiveness - all this 
makes companies constantly seek new solutions to meet growing 
expectations. A good solution is a monitoring system that gives 
you the opportunity to view the location of a given car and the 
status of the order. The main task that vehicle monitoring has to 
fulfil is the location of the fleet. But its advantages can be much 
greater - depending on its extension with additional functions. 
Additional benefits that result from the use of monitoring are: 
optimization of the efficiency of a given car, sealing of fuel 
management and prevention of abuse, control of the working 
time of a given vehicle and the route travelled along with stopping 
places. In the case of providing services to, for example, a city, such 
information is necessary, as each municipality allocates a certain 
amount to municipal services, which must be well used and, above 
all, settled. Without a well-functioning monitoring system, this 
can be very difficult.

Fuel saving is an important benefit. And it is not about such 
extreme cases as fuel theft. Having a monitoring system, you can 
first and foremost determine the most optimal route, so that the 
transport does not get stuck in traffic jams that are notorious on 
Polish roads, and control the driver’s driving style.
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Economical driving (eco-driving) means how to drive a car 
that is both eco-friendly and economical. Ecological - because it 
reduces the negative impact of the car on the natural environment, 
economical - because it allows real fuel savings. It is assumed that 
the savings resulting from economical driving range from 5% 
to even 25%. The new solution will provide the “Eco-Driving” 
function, which will monitor the driving style and notify you 
about excessive accelerations, sudden braking and excessive car 
speed in curves. Thanks to it, it will be possible to remotely control 
whether the driver has too “hard leg”, i.e. for example whether the 
car does not burn too much fuel and if it drives safely.

An important advantage of the proposed system will therefore 
be an increase in safety – a monitored car is less likely to exceed the 
speed by the driver. If this happens, the employer could take the 
consequences of the employee’s direction. The use of monitoring 
will also allow capturing inappropriate driver behaviour and 
recommending a proper driving style.

3.2 Professional competences of employees 

The professional competence of the staff definitely affects 
efficient and effective management and efficiency in road transport. 
Competences include: knowledge, skills, experience, attitudes and 
behaviors as well as personal characteristics [4, 9]. Bearing in mind 
the issues under consideration, professional competences are a set 
of abilities enabling effective work performance, achieving goals and 
adherence to operating standards. Competences imply the ability to 
transfer what people know and understand to different contexts, i.e. 
different aspects of work [1]. In other words, competencies can be 
defined as the ability to integrate knowledge, skills, and personality 
traits in order to achieve a successful implementation of a complex 
mission of the organization. Professional personnel management 
requires a systemic approach and should give the expected results, 
which is why it must be harmonized with each other.

Bearing in mind the management of road transport, it should be 
taken into account operators and system administrators (subsystems), 
entities managing these systems, stakeholders and predicted ITS users 
- the so-called ITS entities, including representatives: Ministry of 
Transport, General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways, 
Road Transport Inspection, Government Security Centre, Provincial 
Centres of Crisis Management, Police, State Fire Service, Border 
Guard, Customs Service, Institutions subordinate to the Voivodship, 
Mayors, Road Managers, (commune head, mayor, city president, 
provincial board), Transport companies.

The purpose of implementing a modern personnel management 
system is mainly to reduce costs, increase productivity and improve 
employee service. The system is to be a platform for handling all 
business and IT processes in companies. Its functionality should 
include: communication management, field staff work control, job 
accounting, inspections, warranty claims, document management, 
infrastructure records, device locations, etc.

A modern personnel management system should: improve 
the personnel and task management process, including planning, 
maintenance and development of employees, give the possibility 
of flexible changes during operation, have a modular structure, 
provide mobile access for all employees via, for example, an 

internet browser, be integrated with other IT systems used in the 
enterprise, ensure the security of personal data and monitor and 
remind about expiring dates, give a lot of freedom in defining the 
selection filters, fully automate the planning and settlement of 
working time and employee tasks.

Thanks to mobile solutions, technical staff has constant access 
to important information to manage service and company assets. 
The company’s headquarters can monitor production loads, 
record expenses incurred and work done, as well as report on the 
progress of works on an ongoing basis, enabling optimization of 
the company’s human resources utilization and directing them 
where they are needed. 

Facilities to be serviced or visited by employees are often located 
in different parts of the city or even the country. Considering the 
high transport costs, it is important to plan the employee on the 
optimal route for the day. With a modern platform, these activities 
will be much simpler and will optimize the cost of moving employees 
between objects. Direct communication with employees in the field 
through a mobile application, visualizing the current implementation 
of the plan, will allow for its quick adjustments. Collecting information 
in the field will be facilitated by taking photos, dictating voice notes 
and filling in forms.

Another advantage is the ability to control the work of 
employees in the field. Thanks to the installed mobile application, 
the management staff can track the position of their vehicles and 
employees on an ongoing basis. The system should present points 
between which employees move and compare them with tasks to 
be performed on a  given day. All tasks should be added to the 
system on an ongoing basis and automatically settled. Based on 
such information, the manager can optimally plan the work of his 
team. For the user of modern mobile management, there should 
be basically two types of applications available:

• planner / manager application,
• field employee application on a smartphone or tablet.

Manager using the available tools can manage tasks and monitor 
the progress of work. The current position of the employee and the 
status of the task will be visualized on the map with the appropriate 
icon and color. Support for the work of the planner/manager will 
enable, among others: adding tasks, setting deadlines for their 
implementation, tracking the progress of work. Assignment of 
tasks to employees should take place in manual or automatic 
mode. Optimization of task assignment should take parameters as: 
availability of resources, location of tasks and deadlines.

3.3 The technical condition of the 
infrastructure (TCI) 

Technical condition of the infrastructure is based on the 
application, developed by OM Poland. It is used to locate and 
monitor vehicles in order to improve the management of the car 
fleet, increase safety and make information available to customers 
of transport companies. It allows full control over the monitored 
vehicle. At any time from any computer you can check where the 
vehicle is located, how fast it travels, what route it traveled, whether 
the driver took the required breaks in work and what is the driving 
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technique, or what is the level of fuel, etc. Monitoring takes place 
in real time , it is also possible to check the history of the vehicle. 
Th e system allows you to optimize the fl eet maintenance costs.

Th e application off ers the presentation of information on 
the status and location of vehicles and the generation of reports 
that can be passed on to users via websites, e-mail and SMS. Th e 
devices also work like a tachograph - they count and record the 
course of the vehicle on an ongoing basis.

Th e application enables:
• access to data from any computer and from anywhere in the 

world (even during holidays, being on the other hemisphere, 
you can control vehicles, because the solution does not require 
installation of any specialized soft ware, is based on the website),

• access to basic data from a smartphone (CarSpy mobile),
• on-line monitoring of vehicles in the EU (where vehicles 

are currently known, real-time observation, integration 
with Google Street View allows virtual viewing of vehicle 
locations in panoramic images),

• location outside the EU on demand and control of routes 
traveled (in the case of traveling outside the EU, the vehicle 
can be located on demand, and aft er its return, read the travel 
history),

• speed control (oft en too fast driving means additional operating 
costs, but also the risk of accident and possible refusal of 
compensation by the insurer),

• generating reports from routes traveled (the system archives 
data and presents eg in the form of routes, marking stops), 
there is no need to create extensive daily reports, you can 
generate a report on a given car or all vehicles in the fl eet,

• generating other reports (eg vehicle stops, daily and monthly 
runs, status of digital and analogue inputs, temperature, driver 
identifi cation, driver’s driving style)

• access to archival data,
• the ability to set your own points and user zones (you can 

set the coordinates of the location of our clients, stores, 
warehouses, etc.),

• notifi cation about zone violations or departures from the zone 
(e-mail and / or SMS notifi cation, you can control vehicles on 
an ongoing basis without having to “look” into the application),

• monitoring of additional vehicle circuits (using additional inputs 
in the device can be controlled when the alarm was activated, 
the door was opened, the platform was started, the aggregate was 
switched on, what is the temperature in the cold room, this data 
is available in the system, but also informed on-line by SMS / 
email).

Fig. 1. Architecture of system [own study]

3.4 Standards requirements for management 
and devices 

In the area of personnel management, it is recommended (points 
out) to specifi c standards, which concern mainly competences. 
Th ere is no uniform model of standards and standards developed 
for all organizations. Only the indications (standards) described 
in ISO standards, certifi cates, quality and directives as well as 
recommendations contained in international and national regulations 
are specifi ed.

In the recommendations of the European Parliament and 
the Council of the European Union of 18 December 2006 on key 
competences for lifelong learning (2006/962 / EC), the European 
Parliament and the Council recommend EU Member States to 
develop key competences for all as part of their learning strategies 
all my life. At the same time, there is a need to apply such norms 
and standards in the fi eld of recruitment and selection, which may 
promote the honesty and compliance with the law of recruitment 
and selection, so that in all cases the best candidate for a given 
position is selected. Key competences - are defined in this 
document as a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes 
appropriate to the situation. Key competences are those that all 
people need for self-fulfi llment and personal development, social 
inclusion and employment, and being an active citizen.

In the assumptions of the applicable norms of 07/10/2015, the 
amendment of ISO 9001 (PN-EN ISO 9001: 2015-10) appeared, 
where companies had until September 14, 2018 to implement 
those changes. It requires specifi c actions in the fi eld of personnel 
management, only recommending compliance with certain 
processes and principles in human resources management. Th ey 
concern signifi cant processes in the scope of observing certain 
rules in acquiring, using their shaping and development of 
competences in order to give and provide them with an appropriate 
level of quality. Th e content of the above ISO standard specifi es that 
employees should have appropriate competences resulting from 
education, training, skills and experience. However, in relation to 
workstations that aff ect their quality, the necessary competences 
should be determined, which must be held by employees employed 
on them. Each company / organization should defi ne these 
competences in the scope of specifi c professional and qualifying 
groups, adapting to its specifi city
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The comprehensive standard of human resources and quality 
management is the interdisciplinary approach that reflects the concept 
of TQHORM (Total Quality Human Resources Management). It is a 
human resource management system compliant with the techniques 
and methods characteristic of a comprehensive approach to quality 
management in TQHORM modeling and design, serving to ensure 
the effectiveness of its implementation and operational efficiency.

This systemic approach to personnel management processes, 
taking into account the holistic approach, can bring tangible 
benefits in all areas of remedy in road transport.

The proposed system should use GPS and GSM technology for 
handling business and IT processes. It will enable responding to crisis 
situations - and this can significantly decide about business. The 
latest technology will provide increased safety, which is important 
especially in the transport of  goods. The constant pressure of time, 
punctuality, the need to select optimal routes, control of efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness - all this makes companies constantly seek 
new solutions to meet growing expectations. A good solution is 
a monitoring system that gives you the opportunity to view the 
location of a given car and the status of the order. The main task that 
vehicle monitoring has to fulfil is the location of the fleet. But its 
advantages can be much greater - depending on its extension with 
additional functions. Additional benefits that result from the use of 
monitoring are: optimization of the efficiency of a given car, sealing 
of fuel management and prevention of abuse, control of the working 
time of a given vehicle and the route travelled along with stopping 
places. In the case of providing services to, for example, a city, such 
information is necessary, as each municipality allocates a certain 
amount to municipal services, which must be well used and, above 
all, settled. Without a well-functioning monitoring system, this can 
be very difficult.

System should be in line with all specifications (environmental, 
physical and electromagnetic compatibility) determined by EU 
directives and standards defined by CEN, ISO and ETSI. The main 
of tem are following:  

• Council Directive 73/23/EEC of 19 February 1973 on the 
harmonization of the laws of Member States relating to 
electrical equipment designed for use within certain voltage 
limits;

• Council Directive 89/336/EEC of 3 May 1989 on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
electromagnetic compatibility;

• Directive 1999/5/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 9 March 1999 on radio equipment and 
telecommunications terminal equipment and the mutual 
recognition of their conformity;

• PN-ETS 300 135:1997/A1:1999. Radio Equipment and 
Systems. Angle-modulated Citizens’ Band radio equipment. 
Technical characteristics and methods of measurement; 

• PN-ETS 300 673;2005. Radio Equipment and Systems RES. 
Electromagnetic Compability (EMS);

• PN-ETSI EN 300 433-2 V1.1.1:2003. PN-ETSI EN 301 
489-1 V1.6.1:2006. PN-ETSI EN 301 489-13 V1.2.1:2003. 
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and Radio Spectrum 
Matters; 

• PN-EN 60950-1:2007/A1:2011. Information technology 
equipment – Safety.

4. Conclusion

Professional competence of staff (administration staff, 
carriers, drivers, inspection services, emergency services) relate to 
knowledge, experience and skills improvement by staff, which will 
significantly help to organize and monitor transport, meet legal and 
organizational requirements, control vehicle movements, detect 
and updating threats - procedures should be based on an integrated 
approach to risk.

The proper technical condition of the infrastructure will enable 
uninterrupted passage of vehicles on the roads throughout the 
country.

The development of new technologies within the framework of 
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) enforces appropriate selection, 
proportional to the risk analysis, means of transporting dangerous 
goods, using devices for the transmission of messages, which should 
be kept in a proper technical condition.

Minimizing the consequences of threats consists in 
coordinating the activities of all entities responsible for transport 
safety as well as preventing and effectively eliminating the effects 
of threats, as well as carrying out rescue operations.
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ABSTRACT
The international airport is a public utility facility, which is designed to carry passengers and freight by air means of 
transport. It is a particularly complex an-thropotechnical object that in a very visible way combines technical elements 
and elements related to the human factor, which is estimated as the main cause of incidents in civil aviation among 
employees. Aircraft service, in addition to specialized substantive knowledge, also requires high psychophysical 
predispositions, allowing you to meet the conditions of work under stress and under constant pressure of time. The 
performance of these strictly defined obligations is necessary for the scheduled performance of air operations. The 
pressure of time and the organization of human work is of key importance here not only for ensuring the operator’s 
operational continuity but also for the functioning of the enterprise. The role of the human factor in the studied area is 
a critical element for the safety of aviation operations. It is described by such methods as SHELL and BOW TIE, which 
propose solutions to minimize the risk of aviation events. The work, on the other hand, presents the development of these 
concepts by introducing the meth-od of predisposing the airport personnel using a specialized device - Polipsychograph 
- a system dedicated to design and carry out psychological tasks testing mental, cognitive and motor skills of a man 
in connection with the assessment of his professional abilities. The work contains the results of 40 tests carried out on 
employees who deal with ground handling of the airport on a daily basis. The re-search showed the dependence of the 
employee’s predisposition on the quality of the work entrusted to him. 

KEYWORDS: human factor, handling, airport

1. Definition of the human factor 
and selected methods of 
counteracting aviation events

The human factor in aviation was noticed recently, because in 
the seventies, when there was a close relationship between man, 
machine and the number and cause of mistakes [7, 16]. Until recently, 
the concept of the human factor was closely connected with the 
ergonomics of work. According to the Polish Ergonomic Society, 
ergonomics is an applied science aimed at the optimal adaptation 
of tools, machines, devices, technologies, organization and material 

working environment, as well as common-use objects to the 
requirements and physiological, psychological and social needs of a 
human being [2]. In other words, projects created taking into account 
the principles of ergonomics help to maintain the prescribed health 
and safety standards of employees. Ergonomics is a concept preferred 
by European countries, Australia and New Zealand. However, 
Americans in the same concept preferred to use the term “human 
factor”. Currently, these concepts are used by Americans alternately. 
In Europe, the term “human factor” is used more liberally and applies 
to all human factors that affect the preparation and implementation 
of all kinds of tasks and includes issues related to areas such as 
ergonomics, psychology, natural environment, etc. Therefore, in 
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other hand the possibility of adapting a man to the elements of the 
model (design, implementation and operation) is considered. the 
occurrence of a dissonance between a human being and the other four 
elements of the model, as part of the interactions that occur, usually 
leads to human error during the preparation or implementation of 
air operations.

Fig. 1. Shell model designation [own study based on 10]

1.2 Bow Tie method

Another method developed to counteract hazards and minimize 
the risk of a human factor is the BowTie method. Th is method was 
developed at the University of Queensland in Australia. Th e name 
comes from the shape of the diagram (Fig. 2) by means of which 
the threats together with the potential causes of their occurrence 
and the consequences, along with proposals of measures that may 
limit them, are properly represented. Th e creation of this technique 
was a response to the need to introduce a method for eff ective risk 
control. Th e BowTie method is designed to provide a clear and 
understandable visualization of the relationship between the causes 
of events and prepared measures that minimize their negative 
eff ects. In the most common use, the ultimate goal is to demonstrate 
control of event, safety and environmental hazards [5]. 

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the operation of the BowTie method [27]

relation to aeronautical activity, ergonomics is oft en treated as a sub-
discipline of areas related to the human factor, excluding those related 
to design.

In the basic ergonomic model of Man - Machine - Environment, 
man plays a fundamental role in all phases of the “life” of the machine 
(eg an aircraft ) by infl uencing it - the human factor. Th is role may 
be positive, but it may also be negative by bringing, for example, an 
undesirable air event - a negative action or lack of action perceived as 
positive (including corrective) in a specifi c task situation. Man can also 
fi nd himself in a situation in which he will not be able to counteract 
emerging threats by resisting their predictable consequences [17].

Th e reason for this state may be, among others: time defi cit, lack 
of skills, lack of knowledge, or having insuffi  cient means to oppose 
the developing situation threatening the safety of the task (technical 
failure, error in handling, construction error, etc.). Th us, the concept 
of the human factor should be perceived in the relations between 
man - operator (pilot, air controller, aviation mechanic, etc.), and 
other areas appropriate for the operation of machines (aircraft ) [8]. 
A similar approach to the concept of “human factor” is presented by 
the International Civilian Aviation Organization (ICAO)[10].

In the ICAO documents, we fi nd that the term “human factor” 
is so wide that it is diffi  cult to defi ne them uniquely. It is treated 
in a multidisciplinary approach and focuses mainly on interactions 
between members of aviation organizations - people, and their work 
and life environment, as well as providing solutions for a good fi t to 
the work environment. In this sense “human factor” is recognized 
as a source of knowledge from a wide range of scientifi c disciplines, 
such as psychology, physiology, anthropometry, biomechanics, 
biology, chronobiology, design, statistics, etc. Ergonomics is a concept 
oft en used instead of “human factor”, but only in relation to man-
technique relations [3]. 

1.1 SHELL - model

A commonly recognized model referring to the depictions 
of interactions between man and elements of the aviation system 
in the organizational and operational context, allowing a deeper 
understanding of the “human factor” is the so-called the SHELL 
model (Fig 1). For the fi rst time, the SHELL model was developed 
and described by Edwards in 1972, and then it was completed with 
the second element L by Hawkins in 1975 and since then is referred 
to as SHELL.

Man - operator (L1) is not an equally predictable and reliable 
element in operation as certifi ed devices occurring in the aviation 
work environment due to the fact that as a natural person it has 
certain possibilities and limitations. Th erefore, this model refers to the 
interaction between its central element L1 and its other components, 
ie S, H, E and L2. However, it does not refer to interactions occurring 
outside areas directly related to the human factor, i.e. S-H, S-E and 
H-E [4]. 

Th e man (L1) present in the central point of the model is the 
element susceptible to adaptation to the surrounding environment, 
including the legal - procedural and training (S), technical (H), 
broadly understood work environment (E), aerospace personnel (L2) 
. Th erefore, on the one hand, the possibility of adapting the above 
elements of the model to humans (design stage) is considered, on the 
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Th e Bow Tie method consists of 7 essential elements that illustrate 
how it works:

• Hazard,
• Highlight event (Top Event),
• Causes of the culmination event (threats),
• Consequences,
• Barriers: preventive / recovery barriers,
• Factors for reducing the eff ectiveness of the above-mentioned 

barriers (escalation factors),
• Control methods for the above-mentioned factors (escalation 

factor controls).

Th is tool allows to describe, through specifi ed key elements, 
the risk management process in graphical form. Models are active, 
editable and can be part of the “security library” and SDCPS (Safety 
data collection and processing systems) of the organization.

2. Analysis of aviation events 
arising in the fi eld of ground 
handling of aircraft in 2015-
2017

Security problems in the area of airports and ground handling 
services were identifi ed by the Aerodromes and Ground Handling 
CAG - Collaborative Analysis Group. Th ey were taken from the 
event data (EASA - European Aviation Safety Agency and ECR  
event base), as well as from the experience and expertise of CAG 
members. Where possible, dedicated questions for the ECCAIRS - 
European Co-ordination Centre for Accident and Incident Reporting 
Systems database were developed for each Security Problem in 
order to identify events related to each Security Problem. Th e ERCS 
- European Risk Classifi cation Scheme chart (Fig. 3) shows the 
number of events in the ECR for each Safety Problem (in case it 
was possible to prepare an appropriate query for the ECCAIRS 
database) [5].

Fig. 3. ERCS Chart No. 23 - Number of ECR events 

per airport and Safety problems of ground handling 

- 2015-2017 [28]

Fig. 4. ERCS - Number of events per given Safety 

Problem and severity according to ERCS - 

accidents and serious incidents in 2015-2017 

[28]
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Loading of luggage and goods on passenger planes is the main 
Safety Problem (considering the number of events in the ECR). It 
has also been recognized as the most important Safety Problem by 
members of the Joint Analyzes Group in the field of Aerodromes 
and Ground Handling (CAG). Therefore, he was chosen as the first 
problem to be analyzed / assessed in the Safety Risk Management 
Process (SRM), which started in 2017 [26].

The second Safety Problem, which is being assessed in the SRM 
- Safety Risk Management process, will be “Ground Staff Movement 
Around Aircraft”. The number of ECR instances in relation to this 
Safety Problem is low, but this is due to the limitations of the ECCAIRS 
taxonomy, which does not yet have the right types of events to clearly 
capture such risks, and the inadequate level of reporting by the 
ground service organization. Fig. 4 shows an overview of ERCS of 
accidents and serious incidents for each Safety Problem.

The dark grey color indicates an event with a higher risk, light-grey 
while those with a lower level of risk.

The presented Safety Risk portfolio is based solely on data on 
events, mainly accidents and serious incidents, collected in the EASA 
database (2015-2017). After the full implementation of the European 
System of Risk Classification (ERCS), it will be possible to carry out 
such an analysis of incident data in ECR, which will be more useful 
when researching the causes of these events. The common Analyzes 
Group on Aerodromes and Ground Handling (CAG) has given 
each Security Problem a description that defines more precisely what 
needs to be addressed.

Therefore, the most important Safety Issues for Civil Aviation in 
the area of ground handling have been defined:

• Planning and decision making;
• Loading of luggage and goods;
• Perception and situational awareness; Experience, training 

and individual competences of people; CRM and operational 
communication;

• The design and infrastructure of the airport;
• Control and coordination of operational rotation on the board 

(Control and coordination of turnarounds).

At the same time, Security Issues particularly related to the 
human factor have been distinguished [25]:

• Decision making and planning;
• Perception and situational awareness;
• Experience, training and competences of people.

Many issues related to the human factor also apply to the study 
of the relationship between psychophysical psychological and 
physical predispositions of individuals performing specific tasks, 
and the right selection of staff to carry out these tasks according 
to their natural or learned skills [6]. For this purpose, a test with 
the use of a device called a Polipsychograph was made at Katowice 
International Airport.

3. Dependences of the human 
factor on the psychophysical 
predisposition of the staff

3.1 Review of the literature

Considerations over the cause of the human factor in aviation 
have inspired the scientific world to carry out various research in 
this area. Many theories justify the existence of a human factor 
and models illustrating the relationship between the human factor 
and the risk of an event threatening health or life. This model was 
proposed by Trimpop [22], in which he assumed that the perception 
of risk is a resultant of personality influence and assessment of 
the situation. Risk assessment is not just about “dry” profit and 
loss calculation, but the subjective physiological and emotional 
feelings have an impact on this assessment. This concept shows 
that situational assessment may be different depending on the type 
of risk a person has to deal with, but does not show the impact of 
psychophysical predispositions to the performance of specific job 
duties.

In turn, the concept of instrumental and stimulating risk [24] 
presents an approach in which risk taking may have two motives: (1) 
pleasure (risk of stimulation), (2) achievement of some important 
goal (instrumental risk). The stimulus risk, on the other hand, is to 
trigger a strong stimulation of the body, eg extreme sports, drugs. It 
is characterized by low levels of self-control. It is the willingness to 
experience positive emotions that decides about taking a risk.

Instrumental risk is treated only as a tool on the way to the goal. 
This type of risk is not associated with emotions and pleasures. It is 
controlled because there are no spontaneous activities and taking 
risky actions is often the result of a cold calculation.

In particular, the risk associated with the existence of a human 
factor is noticeable in aviation. There are many uncertainties, 
uncertainties, which make up the risk definition In aviation, it is 
associated with the threat of losing some valued by human values: 
life, health, material goods. On the other hand, the perception of 
risk is influenced by personality factors and situational factors [19].

The next element in the literature that accompanies the human 
factor is stress. It has two interesting properties: it occurs when it 
encounters an obstacle and disturbs the functioning of the individual. 
Stress is understood here as a reaction to a difficult situation [12]. 
According to Lazarus and Folkman, stress should be understood as a 
specific relationship between a person and the environment, which 
is assessed by the person as aggravating or exceeding its resources. 
A condition sine qua non of stress is the assessment of whether it 
can cope with a difficult situation [13-15]. The appearance of an 
obstacle causes a decrease in the probability of reaching the goal. 
However, it depends on the conditions of susceptibility to stress or 
high resistance to its effects. Strelau writes: “Personally, I am in the 
position that the cause of the individual’s stress is the imbalance 
between the requirements for the individual and his capabilities 
(ability) to meet these requirements.” [21] The requirements of the 
environment are treated as stressors or situations that cause stress. 
The ability of the individual to deal with the requirements depends 
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on the following characteristics: intelligence, knowledge, special 
talents, skills, personality and temperamental traits, experience in 
stress-inducing situations, coping strategies, physical appearance 
characteristics, current physical condition and mental unit. 
According to the Strelaua Regulatory Temperament Theory (2001, 
2006), people with a low level of reactivity are characterized by a 
high demand for stimulation, and as a result are predestined to act 
in situations of high stimulus value. On the other hand, people with 
a high level of reactivity prefer subdued stimulation activity. [22]

In turn according to [9] “Stress arises when (1) there is a threat of 
loss of resources, (2) there is a real loss of resources, (3) investing a 
significant amount of resources does not bring the expected profit”.

It was also found that the deterioration of the individual’s 
functioning under stress increases the likelihood of making the 
wrong decision [4]. Regardless of whether the stress is objective or 
subjective, whether the risk is objective or subjective, stress and risk 
have an impact on making a mistake, because they affect the human 
factor, that is, the human being and the perception of the situation. In 
aviation, the human factor is primarily considered in the context of 
the safety of aircraft, crew and passengers [17]. 

Considering the relationship between the human factor and 
an undesirable aviation incident, underlines the inadequacy of the 
activities of operators - pilots and other aviation personnel, who 
are closely related to the system of organization, security and flight 
operations to the situation at a particular stage of the flight [1]. 
The activity understood in this way usually leads to an undesirable 
aviation event [23]. 

This is the case when the threats caused by a factor independent 
of man, despite the real possibilities, have not been removed or 
reduced to an acceptable level. Each action is the result of a specific 
decision and the related decision-making process.

The factor determining the occurrence of an undesirable aviation 
event is usually the occurrence of several consecutive errors in the 
management system of the aviation organization, shortcomings in 
servicing the aircraft, air traffic control and/or operator airplane crew 
faults. The reasons for wrong decisions made by the pilot-operator 
are usually found in particular stages of the investigation into them, 
taking into account the particularly complex characteristics of the 
aviation system and its surroundings. Therefore, when considering 
the causes of undesirable aviation events, mistakes made by the aircraft 
crew at particular stages of making and implementing decisions are 
usually treated as the main factor resulting in more or less serious 
consequences [1]. 

The concepts presented above raise issues that are very important 
for safety in civil aviation. They point to the existence of the main 
elements closely associated with the human factor. This article 
expands this problem by showing the dependence of psychophysical 
predispositions of a specific professional group on performing official 
duties in ground handling of aircraft.

Five people were subjected to the tests, employees of the 
handling agent with varying experience and age. 40 tests of varying 
degrees of difficulty were carried out to examine the employees’ 
ability to respond to given stimuli. These tests were to determine 
the model of an employee who, when performing his work under 
specific external conditions, positively prognoses in the area of 

work in a way without exposure to events that may have a negative 
impact on health or life.

For this purpose, people who have been evaluated by superiors 
on the scale: best, good, medium, bad and very poor are selected 
for the tests, guided mainly by the criterion of quality of reliability 
and conscientiousness in the performance of the commissioned 
work. There is, of course, a very subjective evaluation which in 
addition to the abovementioned the criterion does not take into 
account the actual skills of the employee.

The assessment of superiors can be the result of only the 
employee’s attitude towards work. These tests, in correspondence 
with the tests carried out, may allow to exclude a situation in which 
the employee is poorly evaluated only because he / she does not 
have the appropriate psychophysical predispositions to perform a 
specific job.

This excludes the existence of so-called bad will of the employee, 
and the employer may allow to make a conscious and objective 
decision regarding the transfer of the employee to work corresponding 
to his qualifications.

3.2 Research tool – Polipsychograph

The research was carried out with the use of a system dedicated to 
design and carry out psychological tasks testing mental, cognitive and 
motor skills of a man in connection with the assessment of his or her 
professional abilities or the diagnosis of possible deficits of various origins. 
This system is used to measure psychological and psychophysiological 
variables of the examined unit. The tested efficiencies are recognized in 
the context of the accompanying reactions and physiological processes 
manifesting themselves through the skin-galvanic reaction, depth 
and frequency of breathing, the pulse rate - which allows additional 
interpretation of the obtained data. In both cases, apart from a ready 
set of test and rehabilitation tasks, it is possible to independently design 
own test or rehabilitation tasks (due to their substantive content, form, 
presentation rhythm, etc.). Thanks to this, it is possible to individualize 
the diagnostic or rehabilitation process. The device can therefore also 
be used to test research hypotheses in scientific research in the field of 
psychophysiology.

The system consists of three basic elements. They are:
• Computer (portable or stationary),
• Control program,
• Psychophysiological State Meter.

In the system, the computer has the functions of programming 
and controlling both the diagnostic and therapeutic processes. His 
software enables flexible selection of test tools depending on the 
studied sphere and is open in nature. This means that they can 
be gradually expanded with new applications or modify existing 
ones. Fig. 5. shows the visualization of the device.
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Fig. 5. Illustrative image of the Polipsychograph [own study]

3.3 Psychophysical predisposition ground 
handling staff  

40 tests were carried out on employees who deal with ground 
handling of the airport on a daily basis. Individuals were evaluated 
by supervisors generally as good or very good employees, who stand 
out from the others praised by the management of the company 
in terms of conscientiousness and reliability in the performance 
of their duties. Only in relation to Employee No. 5, the supervisor 
made an assessment with the value “average”. During the tests, 
the basic psychophysical skills of employees, which are necessary 
for their work, were examined. Th e most important skills that are 
necessary for the work carried out by employees, the managerial 
staff mentioned the skills of memorizing, logical thinking, 
concentration, psychomotor skills and spatial perception. In such 
areas, tests on employees were carried out. Th e following types of 
tests were performed:

• test of addition (three tests with varying degrees of diffi  culty),
• number test (involving the number indicated on the matrix 

by the system),
• complex coordination test (consisting in the fastest possible 

selection of the correct result of adding two displayed digits),
• simple coordination test (consisting in verifi cation of motor 

coordination by properly pressing the key assigned to the 
number displayed on the screen),

• line test (consisting in determining the number of lines 
displayed on the monitor), literal recording test (consisting in 
remembering a string and recreating it from the memory).

Table 1. The results of tests performed using the Polipsychograph 

[own study]

eff ective 
time of 

employee 1

eff ective 
time of 

employee 2

eff ective 
time of 

employee 3

eff ective 
time of 

employee 4

eff ective 
time of 

employee 5

Test 1 20,21 17,23   18,44   18,06   17,79   

Test 2 15,90 17,52   15,15   11,35   18,13   

Test 3 30,29 19,38   21,67   26,65   42,06   

Test 4 92,33 48,91   44,74   54,87   60,99   

Test 5 59,84 60,02   59,97   59,96   60,00   

Test 6 44,80 49,40   57,74   45,06   83,04   

Test 7 59,86 59,93   59,98   59,88   59,92   

Test 8 212,69 232,03   253,68   152,18   256,19   

Th e table shows the eff ective test time for each employee 
expressed in ms. Fig. 6 shows the graphical variation of the results 
of tests carried out on handling employees. As we can see, most of 
the time they have been tested, they devoted to solving the test n 
8 - regarding the literal literacy, which required demonstrating the 
ability to memorize the sequence of numbers and their memory 
from time to time. 

In turn simple arithmetic caused the lowest cognitive impact 
on the participants of the test, which directly translated into both 
the test result (100% correct answers) and the test time. Although 
here we can also notice some deviations from the standards 
presented by the other test participants. Employee number 5, 
while solving test 3, needed almost twice as much time to perform 
a fairly simple mathematical operation. It can be assumed on this 
basis that in the case of the need to solve a real problem during 
the performance of offi  cial duties, this relationship will occur in 
an identical manner. A similar situation in the case of the same 
employee can be noticed while solving test 6. Here, too, this 
employee stood out from the test resolution time group.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the eff ective test time [own study]

As the opposite of the situation described above, we can present 
the results of Employee No. 4, who performed all tests the fastest 
from the whole group of people tested. He showed special effi  ciency 
during test 8 - memorizing the literal, where it was necessary to 
remember the sequence of numbers displayed on the screen. Th is 
ability can in practice directly translate into the organizational skills 
necessary for proper and orderly performance of duties according 
to a strictly defi ned plan and order of tasks. It is worth emphasizing 
that this skill is very important when working on aircraft  servicing, 
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where a high degree of organization of tasks is required at a strictly 
defi ned time.

Th is dependence allows in turn to defi ne the general standard 
of predisposition of employees dedicated to work in ground 
handling of aircraft  at the airport.

In addition to time as the main criterion for assessing the 
results of tests carried out on ground handling employees, the 
number of errors made during tests is also signifi cant for the overall 
assessment of test results. During research, you can notice a certain 
type of regularity. All subjects gave a correct answer to test tasks no. 
1-5 and 7, while test no. 6 was correctly performed by only 4 out of 
5 people. Th e greatest diffi  culty for all subjects was solved by test 
No. 8, where none of the respondents correctly solved all elements 
of this test. Th e test results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. List of errors made in relation to the number of test tasks 

for tests No. 6 and No. 8 [own study]

result of 
employee 
test no. 1

result of 
employee 
test no. 2

result of 
employee 
test no. 3

result of 
employee 
test no. 4

result of 
employee 
test no. 5

Test 6 9/9 9/9 7/9 9/9 9/9

Test 8 6/14 8/14 10/14 11/14 9/14

In test task no. 6, only one employee no. 3 out of 9 questions 
included in the test, for 2 gave an incorrect answer. Th e task 
consisted in counting the horizontal lines displayed on the monitor 
and was supposed to demonstrate the subject’s skills in terms of 
spatial perception. Th is test is directly related to the practical skill of 
the employee to correctly deduce the spatial arrangement of objects, 
which is an essential feature when maneuvering on the apron of the 
airfi eld among standing aircraft .

In turn, test No. 8 showed at the same time that the same employee 
number 3 distinguished himself from the remaining employees 
taking second place from the angle of correctness of answers given 
to questions requiring the use of short-term memory. Th is means that 
such an employee will perform much better when performing duties 
consisting in organizing and planning work, rather than implementing 
physical activities using dedicated equipment for ground handling of 
aircraft .

At the distinction during the test no. 8, however, the employee 
No. 4 deserves to be shown, which showed its versatility in the fi eld 
of spatial perception and tasks requiring mental work with the use 
of elements of remembering and logical reasoning. Th is employee 
will work both during physical work while servicing airplanes as 
well as while performing duties related to mental work. A detailed 
analysis of the correctness of answers provided during tests No. 6 
and 8 is shown in Fig. 7.

Th e weakest result was achieved by employee no. 1, who in test 
No. 8 indicated only 6 correct answers from 14 given during this 
test. Th is result predisposes him primarily to work related to the 
direct performance of duties when servicing airplanes. Th is claim 
is all the more justifi ed because during test No. 6 it reached the 
maximum number of points.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the results of correctness of respondents’ 

answers [own study]

4. Analysis of psychophysical 
predispositions of the ground 
handling employee

Th e conducted research showed a certain dependence in the scope 
of the possibility of assessing the predisposition of the employee to 
perform tasks related to ground handling of aircraft . Th e importance 
of this issue is all the more important because it is about the safety of 
aviation operations. Th e statistics quoted above show that the human 
factor is still the largest proportion of the sources of aviation events 
on a global scale. One of the most important activities at the airport 
is ground handling, where under constant pressure of time, one to 
several dozens of aircraft  are simultaneously serviced. Among such 
traffi  c crowds and hundreds of people performing simultaneously 
their duties in the airport’s maneuvering area, it is not diffi  cult to fi nd 
an aviation event (Regulation of the European Parliament and of the 
Council (EU) No. 376/2014).

Th erefore, it is extremely important to select the right staff  with 
the appropriate practical preparation, but also more importantly, the 
appropriate psychophysical predisposition allowing to minimize the 
risk of an event occurring with the participation of the human factor.

Conducted research with the use of a specialized tool allows 
you to gain valuable knowledge in the psychomotor opportunities 
of a given person and allows you to create an employee model for a 
specifi c professional group. In the scope of this work, employees of 
the handling agent were examined. Th e results of the tests carried out 
together with the subjective one may be the basis for the substantive 
and objective evaluation of the work performed by a given person.

Th e examined persons performing the tasks of the ground 
handling agent related to the operation of the aircraft  were also 
subjected to subjective assessment by the superiors. Th e results of 
this assessment are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. The results of employees’ assessment made by superiors 

[own study]

Employee 1 Employee 2 Employee 3 Employee 4 Employee 5

ev
al

ua
tio

n:

good very good good very good medium
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At the same time, based on the models developed during 
additional research using independent participants from diff erent 
professional groups, who were repeatedly subjected to the same 
tests on the device and at diff erent time intervals, it was possible to 
develop indicators and a mathematical model by means of which 
specifi c linguistic values were assigned to the linguistic numbers.

Table 4. Numerical ranges of employee predisposition assessment 

[own study]

< 60ms very good

61-75ms good

76-85ms medium

86-95ms average

96 >ms inappropriate

Th e starting point for the assessment was the eff ective time of 
tests performed. At the same time, as mentioned above, the test 
time itself without taking into account the number of errors made 
by the respondents is not a reliable assessment. For this reason, 
additionally, a mathematical formula was applied that allowed 
taking this variable into account:

Ct – eff ective test time
LpB - the number of mistakes made
W – Result / Total
   W=Ct+LpB  (1)
By substituting the values obtained during the tests and assigning 

them to the proposed formula (1), we obtain the following assessment 
of the predispositions of the subjects (Table 5):

Table 5. Assessment of the predispositions of the examined 

persons [own study]

Employee 
1

Employee 
2

Employee 
3

Employee 
4

Employee 
5

average 
test time 66,99 63,05 66,42 53,50 74,77

number 
of errors 8,00 6,00 6,00 3,00 5,00

result 74,99 69,05 72,42 56,50 79,77

Assuming the sum of the eff ective time of tests and the number 
of mistakes made during the tests by the employee, we obtain a 
measure of its predisposition for the work performed in the fi eld 
of ground handling of the airport.

4.1 Verifi cation of the analysis results

In order to make an objective assessment of the employee’s 
predisposition to perform the ordered work and compare his 
psychomotor skills with the employee’s supervisor’s assessment, 
the results obtained from both the subjective assessment of the 
managerial staff  and an objective calculation of the results of the 
tests, including the mathematical model, were verifi ed. Th e results 
of this analysis are presented in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the results of the supervisor assessment and 

the mathematical model [own study]

As we can easily see in Fig. 7 or Tab. 6, the assessments of persons 
directly supervising the work of persons undergoing tests correspond 
with each other except for Employee No. 2, which was assessed by the 
linguistic variable with the value “very good”. Meanwhile, according 
to the mathematical model proposed to assess the predisposition of 
the employee to perform tasks related to the servicing of aircraft , 
Employee No. 2 received the “good” value.

Table 6. Comparison of the results of the supervisor assessment and 

the mathematical model [own study]

Employee 1 Employee 2 Employee 3 Employee 4 Employee 5

A
ss

es
sm

en
t o

f 
th

e 
su

pe
rio

r

61 - 75 <60 61 – 75 <60 76 - 85

Th
e 

re
su

lt 
of

 th
e 

m
at

he
m

at
ic

al
 

m
od

el

74,98935986 69,05355739 72,42039988 56,50044476 79,76669865

Bearing in mind the fact that the ratings of the remaining 
employees overlap with the mathematical model and are within the 
given ranges of values, the justifi cation for this discrepancy should 
be seen in several areas. Th e reason for this could be:

• Error in the assessment by the superior.
• Error in the assessment by the model.
• External factors infl uencing the employee test result (stress, 

fatigue, too loose approach to the test).

In connection with the above, in order to clarify the 
nonconformities, an interview with the employee’s supervisor No. 2 was 
conducted again, during which the superior of the above-mentioned 
Th e employee admitted that Employee No. 4 is more predisposed 
to the duties entrusted to him than Employee No. 2, although he is 
also well perceived by the employer. Doubts in the assessment came 
from a relatively small diff erence in the assessment made both by the 
supervisor and in the mathematical model.

Th is is a very interesting observation. Subjective assessment 
may be burdened with an emotional error, whereas the analysis of 
predispositions made by the Polipsychograph provides objective 
data based on the actual skills of the employee.
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5. Conclusion

The statistics of aviation accident investigation indicate that the 
human factor is still the weakest element of the aviation system. They 
also indicate the need to carry out permanent preventive activities 
aimed at improving the level of flight safety, especially in relation 
to areas related to the so-called human factor. This is not just the 
deaths of flight crews or passengers, but also huge material losses. 
The use of increasingly safe, but also complicated aircraft systems 
in a task environment characterized by a high level of variability 
causes that higher and higher demands are placed on their crews 
and security teams.

The model of assessing the predisposition of an employee to 
perform the duties of a ground handling agent presented in the work 
is a supplement to previous work related to minimizing the risk of 
occurrence of threats as a result of the human factor. In addition to 
theoretical considerations, based on the analysis of the sources and 
causes of the occurrence of aviation events, one should point to the 
need to use an objective, specialized tool that will allow assigning 
employee duties adequately to his skills. This method may also allow 
to support the decision-making process in the area of employee 
assessment by the supervisor, who may also be affected by the error.

This was confirmed during the verification of employee 5’s 
predisposition, where the assessment made using the Polipsychograph 
and the mathematical model differed from the assessment made by 
the employee’s supervisor. Another argument in favor of the use of 
such an employee appraisal method is the exclusion of a situation 
where despite the efforts, the employee will continue to make mistakes 
and will not be satisfactorily fulfilling the assigned tasks.

Such a person will be negatively assessed by the employer, who 
may not always be aware that the employee is not guided by bad will 
and attitude to work, but he simply does not have the appropriate 
predispositions to cope with the duties entrusted to him. The issue 
related to this problem has a wider context if we take into account 
the fact that as a result of such an event an air event threatening 
human health or life will occur [11].

The paper presents the results of tests carried out on employees 
who deal with ground handling of the airport on a daily basis. 
They were people rated by supervisors generally as good or very 
good employees, who stand out from the others praised by the 
management of the company in terms of conscientiousness and 
reliability in the performance of their duties. The conducted research 
showed a certain dependence of the psychophysical predispositions 
of the employee on the tasks performed by him related to ground 
handling of aircraft. Based on the models developed during the 
research using independent participants from different professional 
groups, who were repeatedly subjected to the same tests on the device 
and at different time intervals, it was possible to develop indicators 
and a mathematical model by means of which specific linguistic 
values   were assigned to the linguistic. Assuming the sum of the 
effective time of tests and the number of mistakes made during the 
tests by the employee, we obtain a measure of its predisposition for 
the work performed in the field of ground handling of the airport.

The issue of the relationship between the organization of work 
of airport personnel and the frequency of occurrence of aviation 

occurrences at the work is a topic widely discussed in the literature. 
However, in contrast to commonly described methods, the author 
proposed to supplement them by studying also the psychophysical 
predispositions of airport personnel. The proposed method of 
assessing the psychophysical predisposition of the staff allows for 
planning the right personnel to perform specific tasks in line with 
the actual skills and abilities of a particular employee. These actions, 
in turn, combined with the right organization of work, can have 
a measurable positive impact on improving the safety of aviation 
operations and realistically counteracting the risk of a human factor 
in civil aviation.

Nevertheless, unwanted aviation events should be treated as 
those that mark the successive stages of development of areas 
related to flight safety. We should treat experiences from them and 
preventive recommendations as a source of knowledge for building 
new and enriching existing strategies to prevent mistakes made by 
air personnel. These activities should be carried out at all levels of 
the aviation organization, with particular emphasis on personnel 
directly involved in the preparation and implementation of aviation 
tasks.
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